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1 

CHAPTER 1 

General Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

A written sentence consists of a sequence of letters interrupted by spaces and 

punctuation marks, like commas and periods. The spaces indicate the beginnings 

and endings of words, and the punctuation marks structure a sentence so that it 

is clear for a reader which major parts of the sentence belong together. Without 

the spaces and punctuation it would probably be more difficult for a reader to 

comprehend the message of the sentence. A good example of the usefulness of 

punctuation is the following ambiguous sentence: "John said Mary is old". · 
Without punctuation marks it is not clear whether John is old or Mary. In speech, 

we can observe something similar, but here the structure of the message is 

highlighted by means of prosody. Prosody adds information to the spoken 

message, and can do much more than the few punctuation marks available in a 

written text. Prosody, also called suprasegmental structure, is the ensemble of 

phonetic properties, like speech melody, loudness, prominence, temporal 

variation, and voice quality, that do not enter into the definition of individual 

speech sounds. These suprasegmental features encompass nonsegmental units in 

the flow of speech, such as syllables, words~ phrases, sentences and paragraphs. 

A speaker can make use of these prosodic devices to convey additional 

information to a listener. The research reported upon in this thesis will be 

concerned with one particular type of information; namely, an indication of which 

sequences of words within a sentence form a coherent unit. We will refer to this 

function as the phrasing function of prosody. 

1.2 History 

Our research builds to a large extent on previous descriptive studies of prosody. 
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In the course of time, a fairly complete picture has been obtained of the major 
prosodic properties of Dutch, such as speech melody, accentuation and temporal 
structure. Descriptive research of the phonetic form has been based largely on an 
experimental phonetic approach to intonation ('t Hart & Cohen, 1973; 't Hart & 

Collier, 1975; 't Hart, Collier & Cohen, 1990). In the IPO approach, intonation 
is defined as "the ensemble of pitch variations in speech caused by the varying 
periodicity in the vibration of the vocal cords" ('t Hart et al., 1990, p. 2). These 
variations are perceived by listeners as speech melody. The intonation contour of 

speech is built of a sequence of pitch movements that can differ in direction (rise, 
fall), rate of change (abrupt, gradual), size (large, small) and position in the 
syllable (early, late). In synthesis and resynthesis these movements can be 
approximated with straight lines. With these straight lines the measured pitch 

contour of a recorded speech signal can be stylized, so that the original utterance 
is imitated without audible differences (e.g. de Pijper, 1983; 't Hart et al., 1990). 
Since these pitch movements are discrete building elements of a contour, they can 

be described by means of symbols ('t Hart et al., 1990) such that a trained 
phonetician can express the melodic impression of the pitch contour in the form 
of a transcription. Although alternative approaches to Dutch intonation are 
possible (e.g. Gussenhoven, 1984), the IPO approach is suitable for our research 

in two respects: 1) it provides a useful descriptive tool to analyse and transcribe 
speech melody, and 2) it is phonetically explicit, so that it can easily be 
implemented in a speech synthesis algorithm. However, whenever it appears that 
this approach is defective in some respects, we acknowledge this without 
attempting to change the framework. With respect to phrasing, this approach 
provides two ways in which speakers can produce a local discontinuity in speech 

melody: 1) between two pitch movements, and 2) between two declination lines. 
Next to speech melody, pause and temporal changes are also possible phonetic 
realizations of phrasing. 

In the last few years a shift has been observed in, among others, the IPO 
framework from descriptive research on prosody to an examination of its 
communicative function. The communicative function of prosody consists of 
carrying information that is not usually expressed by the lexical or syntactic 
make-up of an utterance. Functional research provides insight in how prosody 
works in spoken communication, and this knowledge may be incorporated in 
rules for speech synthesis. 

One example of the communicative function of prosody is to signal 'continuity' 
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so that someone's speech can be attended to when others are speaking at the same 

time (Darwin, 1975; Brokx, 1979). This so-called 'cocktail party effect'·can be 

explained with reference to the fact that the 'prosodic continuity' helps us, as 

listeners, to keep track of a particular speaker's voice when there is a lot of 

background noise. 

Also, prosody may relate to the identity of the speaker or to his or her 

emotional or attitudinal state. Research on this topic shows that most prosodic 

features contribute to the expression of emotion (e.g. Carlson, Granstrom, 

Neovius & Nord, 1992); in particular, the prosodic features pitch and duration 

appear to be very important ones, whereas loudness seems to be less important 

(Frick, 1985; Murray & Arnott, 1993; Vroomen, Collier & Mozziconacci, 1993). 

Also, it appears that with only these two prosodic features it is possible to imitate 

emotions in synthetic speech which are accurately recognized (Vroomen et al., 

1993). 

Prosody, and in particular accentuation, also serves as an indicator of the 

relative importance of elements in the flow of information. Accentuation directs 

the listener's attention to certain elements that are considered to be more 

important than others. As a first approximation, 'new' information tends to be 

accented and 'given' information tends to be deaccented (e.g. Clark & Clark, 

1977; Nooteboom & Terken, 1982; Prince 1992). 

In longer utterances and, a fortiori, in spoken texts, speakers can use prosody 

to mark the beginning and ending of information units and to give an indication 

about the relative position of utterances in the discourse. This information can be 

picked up by listeners, so that they are better able to decode the information 

structure of the message (e.g. Swerts, Collier & Terken, 1994; Swerts & Collier, 

1992; Swerts & Geluykens, 1993). In a dialogue situation prosodic information 

helps participants to decide when they can take their turns (Geluykens & Swerts, 

1994). 

1.3 Phrasing at the sentence level 

The research reported on in this thesis concentrates on the communicative 

function of prosody in as far as it concerns the phrasing of sentences. In the flow 

of speech, some words go together more closely than do others on syntactic, 

semantic and pragmatic grounds. To emphasize the cohesion or separation of 
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units, speakers are capable of marking boundaries between words or groups of 

words by prosodic means. It is clear from a survey of· the literature that the 

prosodic features pause, pitch and preboundary lengthening are likely candidates 

to mark such boundaries (e.g. Cooper & Paccia-Cooper, 1980; Nooteboom, Brokx 

& de Rooij, 1976, Lehiste, 1973). Moreover, it appears that boundaries of 

different strength can be marked differently. Terken and Collier (1991) showed 

that a professional speaker uses the features pause, type of pitch contour and 

preboundary lengthening to mark boundaries, but that the particular combination 

of features depended on the strength of the boundary. It appeared that this 

speaker used all three cues to mark a strong boundary (between a Noun-Phrase 

(NP) and a Verb-Phrase (VP)) and that he only used a melodic marker to indicate 

a weak one (between a Noun and a Prepositional Phrase in a NP). Strangert 

(1990) reported that pauses are used more often to mark strong boundaries than 

to mark weak ones, which has been confirmed by others (e.g. Bringmann, 1990; 

Hansen, Petersen & Spang-Hanssen, 1992). Also, it appeared that strong 

boundaries are often marked by segmental lengthening (Huggins, 1974; Klatt 

1975; Crystal & House, 1988) and by specific pitch movements ('t Hart & Cohen, 

1973; 't Hart, 1975). 

In these studies it is noticeable that boundaries are syntactically determined, 

which is not surprising since prosodic and syntactic structures are closely related 

(without being isomorphic). For instance, in the sentence my thesis is not done 

yet 11 but sometimes I 1 wish it was, speakers will probably realize a strong 

boundary between yet and but and a weaker one between sometimes and I. In this 

case there is a clear correspondence between the syntactic and prosodic 

boundaries. The boundary marked with two slashes is one between sentences, 

while that marked with one slash is a boundary between clauses. However, such 

a strict coincidence need not always be the case. In a noun phrase like the cat I 
that saw the rat I that ate the cheese I that ... , the boundaries indicated by a slash 

are increasingly weaker from a syntactic point of view, as they are embedded 

more and more deeply, while prosodically they tend to be realized as about 

equally strong. Moreover, there is not just one correct prosodic realization for a 

given sentence; speakers are free, to a certain extent, not to mark all syntactic 

boundaries or to mark them differently, depending on, for instance, the speech 

rate (Caspers & Heuven, 1991). 

It is logical to assume that the marking of boundaries by the speaker has a 

clear function in the communication process. This implies that listeners are 
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sensitive to the prosodic features used. The importance of prosodic features for 

listeners has been shown by several researchers. For instance, de Rooij (1975; 

1979) and Collier and 't Hart (1975) have investigated the importance of temporal 

and melodic features for the perception of prosodic boundaries, which can be 

cues for the existence of a clause boundary. The results of de Rooij showed that 
temporal markers are very effective cues to indicate boundaries, while Collier and 

't Hart showed that listeners are quite able to interpret certain pitch movements 
as cues to syntactic boundaries. Also, it appeared that prosodic features play an 

important role in the perception of structurally ambiguous sentences. With these 
features it is possible to disambiguate sentences (Lehiste, Olive & Streeter, 1976; 
Scott, 1982; Price, Ostendorf, Shattuck-Hufnagel & Fong, 1991; Beach, 1991). 

From the literature it is clear that phrasing is perceptually relevant in 

communication, but it has not been firmly established how well listeners can 

distinguish boundaries of different strength. In most attempts at labelling prosodic 
boundaries no more than two or three levels are distinguished, while listeners 

seem to be able to make much finer distinctions (Price et al., 1991; Ostendorf and 

Veilleux, 1991). 
From research in the field of speech synthesis we know that through proper 

phrasing, prosodic features can· improve the acceptability of synthetic speech 
(Terken, 1993). 

That phrasing has an important function in the communication process may 

mean more than that it makes (synthetic) speech sound better, it may also 

facilitate the comprehension process. Up to now, little is known about the 

importance of prosodic phrasing in comprehension, although, for instance, Carroll 
and Slowiaczek (1987) and Speer, Kjelgaard and Dobroth (1996) showed that 

listeners can make use of prosodic structure during the understanding of 
temporarily ambiguous sentences. 1 

In summary, the primary goal of this thesis is to study the phonetic realization 

of prosodic boundaries and to examine their impact on the listener in terms of 
perception, acceptability and comprehension. 

1This subject definitely is gaining increasing interest, which appears from the fact 
that major journals (Journal of Psycholinguistic Research and Language & Cognitive 
Processes) will be devoting special issues to this matter. 
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1.4 Outline 

In Chapter 2, one of our research interests is to find out how sensitive listeners 
are to differences in prosodic boundary strength (PBS) when they are not offered 
any predefined classification scheme. Another main interest is to find out what 
the relationship is between PBS and the different supra-segmental features or 
combinations of these features used by the speakers. From the literature we know 
that position and length of pauses, type of pitch contours and preboundary 
lengthening are the most important ones. In the research reported here, we 
therefore concentrate on these three features. The relationship between the 
prosodic boundaries and elements of linguistic structure is treated only to a 
limited extent. To answer these questions we concentrate on the phrasing in both 
utterances read in isolation and utterances read in context, in an attempt to model 
a neutral speaking style. 

This brings us to Chapter 3, where a speaker's phrasing behaviour, as observed 
in Chapter 2, is modelled in various sets of rules, with each set accounting for 
the implementation of a different number of levels of boundary strength. The 
adequacy of these models is determined by evaluating the acceptability of these 
various sets of phrasing rules applied to synthetic speech. These sets of rules do 
indeed have immediate relevance for speech synthesis applications. Nowadays, 
segmental intelligibility is no longer the dominant issue in speech synthesis 
research. Using any of a number of techniques, such as allophone or diphone 
synthesis, synthetic speech can be generated with a high degree of intelligibility, 
but the problem is that it often sounds unnatural and is wearisome to listen to, 
mainly because of inadequate prosody. If synthetic speech is provided with 
appropriate prosody, it becomes more natural and more pleasant to listen to. In 
our case the appropriateness of prosody is defined as its ability to implement the 
necessary and sufficient number of PBS levels, so as to approximate the 
behaviour of a model speaker. 

It is logical to assume that such appropriate prosody facilitates the communi
cation process between speakers and listeners. Therefore, in Chapter 4, the more 
specific hypothesis is verified that a well-phrased utterance is structurally more 
transparent and therefore easier to comprehend than one that is less well-phrased. 
Since it is not clear which method is suitable to measure differences in 
comprehension as function of differences in phrasing, part of the chapter is 
devoted to methodological issues. 
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The thesis is concluded with Chapter 5, which includes a summary of the 
major findings of previous chapters and explains how they have contributed to 
our understanding of the prosodic behaviour of speakers and listeners, both 
human and artificial. 



CHAPTER2 

Phonetic characteristics of perceived boundary 
strength1 

2.1 Introduction 

9 

Spoken communication is possible because both language and its articulation 
as speech are structured. Some words within an utterance belong more closely 
together than do others, on syntactic, semantic and/or pragmatic grounds. In 
written language, thi_s structure is represented only poorly: only some of the 
most important boundaries between groups of words are shown by punctuation 
marks such as commas and periods. In speech, a speaker can use supra
segmental means, such as pause and intonation, to indicate the degree to 
which words are grouped together. A listener can make use of the 
suprasegmental, or prosodic features to segment the incoming flow of speech 
into word sequences that may be treated as a whole. This facilitates the 
listener's recovery of the meaning of the utterance and the speaker's intention. 

When studying this integration and demarcation of information units in 
spoken utterances, a serious stumbling block is deciding on where prosodic 
boundaries are located, and how strong they are. There is a large body of 
literature which shows that simple reference to syntactic structure will not do, 
as there is no fixed relationship between syntactic category and depth of a 
boundary on the one hand and its prosodic type and strength on the other. 

1Based on papers: 1) written together with Jan-Roelof de Pijper, which appeared 
in JASA, 96 (1994), 2037 - 2047; and 2) in Proc. Eurospeech '93, Berlin, Vol 2, p. 
1211-1214; 3) written together with Rene Collier and Jan-Roelof de Pijper, which 
appeared in the Proceedings of the DARPA Workshop on Speech and Natural 
Language (1993), 341-345; 4) written together with Rene Collier, which appeared in 
Producing Speech: Contemporary issues (for Katherine Safford Harris), edited by F. 
Bell-Berti and L.J. Raphael (Woodbury, NY: American Institute of Physics Press). 
(1995), 321-332. 
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Moreover, there is not just one correct prosodic realization for a given 
sentence: any sentence may be realized prosodically in various ways, without 
one way being necessarily more acceptable than another. Someone who is 
speaking fast will tend to· prosodically mark fewer boundaries, or mark them 
differently, than someone who is talking at a lower speech rate, or a speaker 
may choose to emphasize a particular boundary to get a point across more 
clearly (Caspers & Heuven, 1991). Thus there is little doubt that prosodic 
boundary marking depends on more than syntactic organization; considerations 
of a semantic and pragmatic nature also play a role, as do more mundane 
things like speech tempo and constituent length. 

The recognition that prosodic structure is related to, but not isomorphic 
with, the traditional morpho-syntactic hierarchy has brought into existence the 
theory of prosodic phonology (Selkirk, 1984; Nespor & Vogel, 1986). In the 
literature, there is no consensus on whether it is strictly hierarchical; neither is 
there agreement on ·the exact number and types of constituents that make up 
the prosodic hierarchy. Nespor and Vogel (1986) propose a prosodic hierarchy 
consisting of seven phonological units: the phonological utterance, the 
intonational phrase, the phonological phrase, the clitic group, the phonological 
word, the foot and the syllable. Beckman and Pierrehumbert (1986) postulate 
an additional intonational constituent immediately below the intonational 
phrase to account for tune specification: the intermediate phrase. Gussenhoven 
and Rietveld (1992) assume that there is an independent constituent over 
which the tone segments of a pitch accent are distributed: the association 
domain. Ladd and Campbell (1991) propose the introduction of so-called 
compound prosodic domains to permit a limited degree of recursiveness in 
prosodic trees. This means that prosodic boundaries of the same type can be 
realized with different strengths. 

All these approaches have in common that the computed hierarchical 
structure of the prosodic constituents determines what prosodic boundaries 
there are and what their strength is. In the present research, we want to 
approach boundary strength as a perceptual notion in its own right, as a 
phenomenon that can be measured directly in perceptual experiments with 
untrained listeners, who need not make explicit reference to phonetic events or 
syntactic, phonological or prosodic structure. This notion will be referred to as 
Perceptual Boundary Strength (PBS). We want to see if it is possible to obtain 
a reliable measure of PBS, and if it makes sense in terms of phonetic events 
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and linguistic theory. 
This purely perceptual approach to prosodic boundary strength is not the 

one usually encountered in the literature. Quite often, it is left unclear what 
the basis is for authors' claims about the strength of prosodic boundaries. In 
other cases, prosodic boundary strength is estimated through listening, but it is 
done by experienced phoneticians or trained listeners, who bring to the task 
their linguistic knowledge and ideas about prosodic organization and who 
make explicit use of phonetic information. 

The most ambitious attempt to date to label perceptually prosodic boundary 
strength can be found in research reported on in Price et al. (1991) and 
Ostendorf and Veilleux (1991). They distinguish seven levels to represent the 
degree of separation between words and call this measure the prosodic break
index. This break-index system was later integrated, with some modification, 
in the ToBI (TOnes and Break Indices) standard for labelling English prosody 
(Silverman et al., 1992; Hirschberg & Beckman, 1993). In the ToBI system, 
the prosody of an utterance is labelled in two parallel tiers: the tone tier and 
the break-index tier. In the break-index tier, all word boundaries of an 
utterance are rated with a value varying between 0 and 4 for "the degree of 
juncture perceived", where a higher value corresponds to a higher degree of 
separation. The break-index labelling can be done only by trained listeners 
who can make explicit reference to pitch and pause phenomena. 

Terken and Collier (1991), who were interested in prosodic features 
accompanying certain syntactic environments, had six experienced speech 
researchers listen to their material and determine the location of prosodic 
boundaries, allowing them to make a distinction between strong and weak 
boundaries. In the resulting distribution of scores it was decided to mark all 
word boundaries above a certain threshold as prosodic boundaries, which 
meant that the distinction between strong and weak prosodic boundaries was 
dropped. Thus prosodic boundaries were determined using purely perceptual 
means and avoiding theoretical preconceptions, but only two levels of prosodic 
boundary strength were distinguished. 

In the first experiment of this Chapter it will be examined how sensitive 
untrained listeners are to differences in prosodic boundary strength and it will 
be determined which suprasegmental features used by the speaker play a 
significant role in the perception of boundaries. Of course, untrained listeners 
have implicit knowledge of syntactic and semantic information, and we want 
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them to judge PBS on the basis of suprasegmental cues provided by the 
speaker. To be able to estimate to what extent listeners might be biased by 
syntactic and semantic information, we had them assign PBS-values not only 
to normal speech, but also to delexicalized speech, i.e. speech manipulated in 
such a way that the lexical content was rendered unintelligible, while speech 
melody and temporal structure were left intact. Also, we want to answer the 
following questions: 1) How do speakers use prosody to highlight syntactic
semantic structure?; 2) Which prosodic characteristics have a cue value for 
listeners? 

In section 2.3, a second experiment is presented, with a larger and more 
systematically composed database, to verify the outcome of the first 
experiment, so that it is possible to draw more definite conclusions. 

The speech material in these two experiments contains utterances read in 
isolation. Since in natural speech most of the sentences occur in larger 
discourse units, we want to know if speakers use the same prosody to 
highlight the structural make-up of sentences occurring in different positions in 
a context. Beside this, we want to know if the relationship between PBS and 
prosodic characteristics remains the same ·as in isolated utterances. An 
experiment that addresses these questions is presented in section 2.4. 

2.2 First experiment 

The main questions of this experiment are: 
- Can untrained listeners consistently assign a value of Perceptual Boundary 

Strength (PBS) to word boundaries in speech? 
- If so, what is the relationship between PBS and suprasegmental features or 

combinations of features used by the speakers? 
- What is the relationship between PBS and linguistic predictions? 
The answers to these questions will be given in the results described in section 
2.2.2. In section 2.2.1 a description will be given of the methodology of this 
experiment, which involved three steps. Section 2.2.1. l describes the database 
of twenty Dutch sentences, read by three speakers. These utterances were 
presented to nineteen untrained Dutch listeners to obtain judgments of the PBS 
at all word boundaries in the material. The procedure followed to obtain the 
PBS is described in section 2.2.1.2. The phonetic analyses are described in 
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section 2.2.1.3. Section 2.2.3 contains the conclusions. 

2.2.1 Method 

2.2.1.1 Speech material 

The speech material consisted of twenty Dutch sentences2
, read aloud under 

controlled studio conditions by three native speakers of Dutch: one male 
professional speaker and two nonprofessional speakers, one male and one 
female. The speakers were uniformed with respect to the purpose of the 
experiment. 

The speakers were instructed to read the sentences in a relaxed and neutral 
way, like a newscaster would do, without hesitations. For the rest, they were 
left free in the way they wanted to render them. The sentences contained no 
markings for accentuation, and no punctuation. The speech was digitized at a 
16 kHz sampling frequency. 

The twenty sentences used in this smdy contained a variety of syntactic 
structures and contained a total of 175 word boundaries. Since the sentences 
were read aloud by the speakers and presented to the listeners in isolation, the 
boundaries preceding the first and following the last words in each sentence 
were ignored. The shortest sentence had five words, or four boundaries, while 
the longest sentence had fifteen words, or fourteen word boundaries. The mean 
number of boundaries per sentence was 8.75. 

As indicated in section 2.1, the listeners were presented not only with the 
lexical version, but also with a delexicalized version of the speech material, in 
order to eliminate the potential influence of lexical, syntactic and semantic 
information on their judgments of PBS. Delexicalization can be achieved in 
various ways. Lehiste and Wang (1977), for instance, used a spectral inversion 
technique (the sign of every other sample of a digitized waveform is reversed). 
In Lehiste (1979), speech was made unrecognizable by band-pass filtering: all 
frequencies below 70 Hz and above 200 Hz were filtered out. Kreiman (1982) 

2Thanks to Aart de Zitter for constructing the sentence materials and collecting 
the database for the professional speaker. 
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used a combination of inverted and low-pass filtered speech. Schaffer (1984) 
again made use of the filtering technique. These methods of rendering speech 
unintelligible were found unsuitable for the present purpose. The degradation 
in speech quality that resulted from spectral inversion and filtering appeared to 
be such that the prosodic cues were damaged too much for the task to be 
performed successfully by the listeners in this experiment. Therefore, to 
achieve delexicalization, a procedure was followed that was more time
consuming, but produced more acceptable results in the sense that the prosodic 
cues were less affected. First, an LPC analysis was performed on the test 
utterances, which produced a description in terms of the first eight main 
spectral peaks. These peaks were then given fixed values of 500, 1500, 2500, 
3500, 4500, 5500, 6500 and 7500 Hz respectively, with corresponding 
bandwidths of 50, 150, 250, 350, 450, 550, 650, and 750 Hz. In this way, all 
vowels acquired a schwa-like quality, while consonants also became 
unrecognizable. Since voiceless plosives and fricatives had become far too 
loud, the LPC gain parameter (which corresponds roughly to amplitude) in 
voiceless sounds was divided by four. Pitch was measured using an algorithm 
based on subharmonic summation (Hermes, 1988) and its output was manually 
corrected where necessary. After resynthesis, the utterances were thoroughly 
unintelligible, while, in our opinion, the prosodic cues were left sufficiently 
undamaged for our purposes. 

2.2.1.2 Perceptual Boundary Strength assignment 

Procedure 

As mentioned above, the speech material was presented to nineteen Dutch 
listeners for judgments of the PBS, all of them employed at the Institute for 
Perception Research in various capacities. None of them reported having any 
hearing problems. 

Before the experiment the judges were given a short introduction, explaining 
that 'a speaker may structure the speech by dividing it up into units, with 
audible boundaries between the units'. The speech material was then presented 
to the listeners in a number of successive sessions. 

All listeners first judged the 20 utterances spoken by the professional 
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speaker, in both the lexical and delexical versions. Half of the listeners heard 
the lexical version first and the other half the delexical version. Judging the 
delexicalized test items proved to be a very demanding task and it was 
therefore decided to include only three delexicalized utterances of each of the 
two nonprofessional speakers in the experiment, to check whether the trend 
would be the same for the nonprofessional speakers. We felt justified in doing 
so, because an analysis of the agreement between the scores in the lexical and 
delexical conditions revealed a very high correlation between the two (see 
Section 2.2.2.1 ). 

Thus, the test material consisted of (3 speakers x 20 sentences) 60 
utterances (175 word boundaries) in the lexical version and (1 speaker x 20 
sentences + 2 speakers x 3 sentences) 26 utterances ( 44 word boundaries) in 
the delexicalized version. To compensate for learning effects, the order of the 
sessions within the two presentation blocks (professional-speaker material and 
nonprofessional speakers-material) was randomized. Each listening session 
took approximately 30 minutes and was conducted without interruptions. The 
judges heard the utterances in a quiet, sound-treated room and listened to the 
test stimuli over high-quality headphones in an interactive computer session. 
They could listen to each test utterance as often as they wanted. 

The judges were asked to score each word boundary in the utterances on a 
10-point scale, where 1 corresponded to a very weak boundary and 10 to a 
very strong one. In the lexical condition the subjects had the text of the twenty 
test sentences in front of them, with dashes between the words, like this: 
Hij _ liep _ de _ brug _ in _ een _ hoog _ tempo _ over 

The delexical condition called for a different set-up, since the judges could 
obviously not be given the text of the test utterances and because in 
delexicalized speech it is impossible to say where one word ends and the next 
one begins. In this test condition, for each utterance judges saw vertical bars 
displayed on the terminal screen, indicating the positions of the original word 
boundaries. By pointing with a mouse, they could indicate which boundary 
they wanted to work on, and they could then listen to a segment of the 
utterance up to the boundary, starting from the boundary, or with the boundary 
in the centre. The length of the speech segment was under the listener's 
control. With these tools at their disposal, listeners could concentrate on each 
word boundary to be judged in turn and assign to it a score for PBS. 
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Agreement between listeners 

Averaging across listeners in this experiment would be a meaningless and 
even misleading exercise if their scores are completely uncorrelated. Statistical 
analysis revealed that listeners agree very well in their perceptual judgments. 
The coefficient of concordance (Kendall's W) between the nineteen listeners 
(lexical condition) was .71 (N=175, p < .0001) for the professional speaker, 
and .61 (N=l 75, p < .0001) for both nonprofessionals. The Pearson correlation 
coefficient of each pairwise combination of listeners was significant at the 
.001 level for all three speakers. This means that the listeners tended to order 
the word boundaries in the same way. Thus, there is sufficient evidence that 
the group of listeners is homogeneous, and that pooling the scores of the 
judges for each boundary to obtain an estimate of its PBS is justified. Since 
the differences in absolute scoring behaviour between listeners were not a 
subject of interest in this study, they are ignored in the rest of this paper. 

On an ordinal scale, averaging across judges is not allowed. Therefore, the 
original 1 ()..point scale was transformed to a psychological continuum on an 
interval scale by means of the method of successive intervals (Edwards, 1957). 
The correlation between the PBS values and the transformed scores turned out 
to be very high, both for the professional and nonprofessional speakers (r = 
.99, N = 175, p < .0001, for all three speakers). On the strength of these 
results, the mean of the raw scores of the nineteen judges on a particular 
boundary is taken as an estimate of the PBS of that boundary. Higher PBS 
values correspond to boundaries that are perceived as being stronger. For an 
example of the PBS in a lexical and a delexical condition see Figure 1. 

2.2.1.3 Phonetic analyses 

As mentioned in the Introduction, several acoustic-phonetic factors are known 
to be related to prosodic boundary marking. The present study concentrates on 
pause and pitch and, to a limited extent, on preboundary lengthening of speech 
sounds. 

First of all the number and duration of pauses were determined to the 
nearest I 0 ms by direct inspection of the digitized waveforms. In other words, 
perceived sentence internal pauses without an acoustic manifestation were not 
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measured here. This procedure is complicated by the fact that not all periods 
of silence in an utterance are intended pauses; silent intervals can also be 
caused, e.g. by the silence preceding a plosive burst. Before plosive bursts, 
silent intervals were only counted as pauses when they were longer than 100 
ms. In those cases, the entire silent interval was counted as pause. This 
occurred in only seven of the 175 word boundaries for the professional 
speaker, and in three cases for each of the nonprofessional speakers. 

In this investigation we were also interested in those cases where a melodic 
discontinuity was present, since this is the only way intonation can be used to 
signal a prosodic boundary. In Dutch, such melodic discontinuity is usually 
achieved by a steep pitch fall across a word boundary, timed in such a way 
that there is no sensation of accentuation. Another type of discontinuity is a 
reset of the declination baseline. We analyzed pitch in terms of the grammar 
of Dutch intonation as described in 't Hart, Collier and Cohen (1990). One 
transcription was made on the basis of stylizations of the measured pitch 
curves that contain only those pitch movements that are relevant for the 
perception of the intonation contour (perceptually equivalent stylizations, see, 
e.g. de Pijper, 1983; 't Hart et al., 1990). Apart from this, a trained transcriber 
made transcriptions of the pitch contours on a purely perceptual basis. The two 
transcriptions were then compared and any conflicts were discussed by three 
trained listeners until a consensus was reached. 

Figure 1 shows the result of the prosodic analysis of test sentence 1 of the 
professional speaker: de intelligente onderzoeker reserveerde via de telefax 
(the intelligent researcher reserved via the telefax). 

In Figure 1 there are two examples of melodic discontinuity, as indicated by 
the vertical dotted lines. Between onderzoeker and reserveerde, melodic 
boundary marking is realized by a non-accent-lending fall (B in the Dutch 
intonation grammar), which is preceded in this case by a non-accent-lending 
rise (designated as 2 in the Dutch intonation grammar) on the last syllable 
before the word boundary. Between reserveerde and via, there is no such non
accent-lending rise preceding the word boundary, but pitch simply remains 
high (indicated as 0 in the grammar) after the last accent-lending rise until the 
word boundary is reached, after which there is another non-accent-lending fall 
B to establish discontinuity. 

The analysis showed that all three speakers in this experiment used four 
basic pitch patterns to mark boundaries melodically. The melodic discontinuity 
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itself is then established by the fact that after the boundary, pitch resumes at a 

different level. The four patterns are summarized in Figure 2. The symbolic 

notation in Figure 2 refers to the one used in the Dutch intonation grammar 

(see 't Hart et al., 1990, p.152.). 
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1 "a 1 
decllnatlon reset 
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PBS: 
- leJClcal 
- delexloal 

pause(ms) 

Figure 1: Perceptual boundary strength values and results of the phonetic analysis 
of one of the sentences by the professional speaker. 

The stylizations were also used to determine the locations of baseline resets, 

which can be operationalized as "rapid upward jumps of the baseline" ('t Hart 

et al., 1990; see also the Introduction). Figure 1 contains an example of such a 

baseline reset, between onderzoeker and reserveerde. 

The speech material used in this experiment was not designed to determine 

in any systematic fashion whether or not preboundary lengthening was applied 

to word boundaries. However, we were still interested in seeing whether our 

speech material supports the observations made in the literature (Cutler & 

Butterfield, 1991; Knowles, 1991; Wightman et al., 1992) to the effect that the 
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degree of preboundary lengthening is related to boundary strength. Since in 
this material, the vowel schwa happened to precede no fewer than 75% of all 
word boundaries (i.e. it was the last vowel before the boundary, followed by at 
most one consonant), this vowel was chosen as a basis to measure degree of 
preboundary lengthening. Other speech sounds in the preboundary words were 
not included in the analysis since there were not enough repetitions of them in 
the database. We followed a procedure inspired by Wightman et al. (1992) and 
Price et al. (1991). The duration of each schwa is normalized by expressing it 
as its distance from the mean duration of all (123) occurrences of schwa in the 
material in terms of standard deviations. Schwa durations were obtained by 
direct inspection of the digitized waveforms. 

1A2 11Z12 

Figure 2: The four types of pitch patterns preceding melodically 
marked boundaries used by the speakers in this experiment. The 
symbolic notation refers to the one used in the Dutch intonation 
grammar (see 't Hart et al., 1990). 

2.2.2 Results 

2.2.2.1 Perceptual agreement between the lexical and delexical condition 

As mentioned in the method section, twenty utterances spoken by the 
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professional speaker and three of the twenty utterances spoken by the 
nonprofessionals were presented to the listeners in delexicalized versions. For 
each listener, the Pearson correlation coefficient between the scores in the 
lexical and delexical conditions was significant at the .01 level. This implies 
that the order of presentation h.as a small effect (if any) on the listeners' 
performance. Figure 3 gives a scattergram of the PBS values obtained in the 
lexical and delexical test conditions for the professional speaker, revealing a 
strong association between the two conditions. The correlation coefficient 
between the values in the lexical and delexical test conditions is r = .92 
(N=l15, p < .01). This high correlation could be due mainly to the high 
incidence.of PBS values in the low region of the scales: there are relatively 
many low PBS values, since in speech most word boundaries are unmarked. 
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Figure 3: Scattergram of perceptual boundary strength values in the lexical and 
delexical condition for the professional speaker. 
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To check this, the correlation was also calculated for only those word 

boundaries with a PBS of 2.5 or higher in the lexical condition. The 

correlation for these values is almost the same: r = .90 (N=61, p < .01). The 

correlation between the PBS values in the delexical and lexical conditions over 

the six utterances by the two nonprofessional speakers was also very high: r = 
.90 (N=44, p < .01). 

These results provide evidence that untrained listeners can reliably score 

perceptual boundary strength without being biased by lexical, syntactic and 

semantic information. The remainder of the discussion of the results will 

therefore concentrate on the PBS values obtained in the lexical condition only. 

2.2.2.2 PBS and the Phonetic analyses 

The listening experiment produced a measure of perceptual strength for each 

word boundary. The phonetic analysis yielded information for each word 

boundary about presence and length of pause, presence and type of pitch 

contour, presence of declination reset and, to a limited extent, preboundary 

lengthening. In this part, relationships between PBS and these phonetic 

properties will be explored. 

Figure 4 gives an overall picture of the relationship between PBS and the 

phonetic cues pause, melodic boundary marker and baseline reset, for each of 

the three speakers separately. 

If we only look at presence or absence of the cues, there are potentially 

eight combinations. Three combinations never occurred, because in this 

material a reset always implied pause and melodic discontinuity. The other 

five combinations can be regarded as potential prosodic strategies: 

1. no reset, no pause, no discontinuity 

2. no reset, no pause, discontinuity 

3. no reset, pause, no discontinuity 

4. no reset, pause, discontinuity 

5. reset, pause, discontinuity 

The general trend is for PBS values to increase as more phonetic cues are 

associated with a given word boundary. All five strategies differ significantly 

for all three speakers (post-hoc Scheffe analyses, p < .05), with the following 

exceptions. For the professional speaker, strategy 3 did not differ from strategy 
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2 and for one nonprofessional speaker the three strategies involving a pause 
did not differ significantly. 

Admittedly, preboundary lengthening is also an important part of a prosodic 
phrasing strategy. However, our database was primarily designed for the 
analysis of pause and pitch phenomena and does not contain enough relevant 
observations to make firm statements about lengthening (but for more details 
see page 26 and page 42143). 

The Figure also gives the distribution of each strategy found over the 175 
word boundaries. Table I shows in percent how often the three speakers used 
each strategy, excluding strategy 1. There is a difference between the speakers 
in preferred strategy: the professional speaker produced more prosodic cues 
and used a larger number of resets than the nonprofessionals. The 
nonprofessional speakers used strategy 2 more often. 
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Figure 4: Mean perceptual boundary strength for five phonetic cue 
combinations, split up over the three speakers. The + and - signs stand for 
presence and absence of the phonetic cues 'melodic discontinuity', 'pause' and 
'baseline reset'. The phonetic cue combinations are numbered from 1 to 5. The 
number of observations for each phonetic cue combination is denoted by N and 
given for each speaker separately. 
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A general linear model was fit to the data, using a method of least squares 

regression. This amounts to an analysis of variance applied to an unbalanced 

set of data (Cohen, 1982; Keren, 1982; Stevens, 1992). The model 

PBS = pause + melodic discontinuity + reset 
with only two levels (present or absent) for each of the three main factors 

explains 91 % of the variance for the professional speaker and 76% and 77% 

for the nonprofessional speakers. The contribution of both pause and melodic 

boundary marker is significant for all three speakers. The contribution of 

declination reset is relevant only for the professional speaker, since the 

nonprofessional speakers hardly used it (N = 2, N = 0, see Figure 4). For the 

professional speaker, the contribution of declination reset is also significant. 

Closer inspection of the explained variance of each factor separately (see 

Table II) shows that pause is the most important factor, followed by melodic 

discontinuity. 

Table I: Use of each phonetic strategy, in percent, by the three speakers excluding 
the strategy with no cues (1) 

Strategy 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Prof 

42 

10 

19 

29 

Nonprof-1 

65 

8 

23 

5 

Nonprof-2 

67 

6 

27 

0 

Table II: Percentage of variance of the PBS values explained by general linear 
model fitting, for each speaker. The first row gives the variance explained by pause 
alone, the second row the variance explained by melodic cue alone, and the third 
one refers to declination reset. Note that, since the model is stepwise, the 
percentages in a column do not add up to 100. 

Model 

pause 

melodic cue 

reset 

Prof 

74 

68 

49 

Nonprof-1 

63 

44 

12 

Nonprof-2 

61 

46 
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In the following, a closer look will be taken at each of the phonetic 
properties and how they relate to PBS. 

PBS and baseline reset 

From Figure 4 it can be deduced that the presence of a baseline reset is 
always associated with the perception of a strong boundary. Baseline resets are 
always accompanied by pause and a melodic boundary marker and the 
associated mean PBS is significantly higher than when there is only pause and 
melodic discontinuity. This only goes for the professional speaker. In the 
twenty test sentences he used fourteen resets, whereas the other two speakers 
hardly used resets at all. 

PBS and pause 

Figure 4 shows that the presence of a pause is associated with high values for 
PBS. Table III gives the average PBS and number of pauses occurring for 
each of five pause-duration categories, for each speaker. The professional 
made 28 pauses and the nonprofessionals 11 and 14, respectively. 

Table III: Mean perceptual boundary strength associated with the pause categories, 

for each speaker. Between brackets the number of cases is given. 

Pause Prof Nonprof-1 Nonprof-2 

No pause 2.4 (147) 1.5 (161) 2.4 (164) 

> 100 ms 6.3 (11) 7.1 (6) 7.4 (6) 

100 - 199 ms 8.2 (9) 7.8 (6) 8.6 (3) 

200 - 299 ms 8.5 (5) 9.4 (1) 9.1 (1) 

> 300 ms 9.1 (3) 9.3 (1) 8.7 (1) 

The boundaries without a pause have a low mean strength: 2.4 for the 
professional and 2.4 and 2.5 for the nonprofessionals. One might expect longer 
pauses to give rise to the perception of stronger boundaries than shorter ones. 
This turned out not quite to be the case. For the word boundaries with a 
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pause, the differences in perceptual boundary strength are quite small. An 
analysis of variance reveals a significant overall difference between the five 
pause categories for all three speakers, but post-hoc Scheffe analyses show 
that while the PBS values in the 'no pause' condition are significantly lower 
than those in the other categories, the other categories do not differ among 
each other in mean PBS (there is one exception: the pause category '< 100 ms' 
of the professional also differs significantly from the other categories). 
Although the categories do not differ among each other, a slight tendency for 
longer pauses to be associated with higher PBS values can be observed, which 
is confirmed by the correlation coefficients: when pause > 0 then r = .76 (N 

=28, p < .01) for the professional speaker and r = .68 (N = 11, p = .01) and r 

= .62 (N = 14, p < .01) for the nonprofessional speakers. However, the 
number of observations is too small to draw definite conclusions. 

Pause is usually associated with a melodic boundary marker: in 82% of the 
cases for the professional speaker and in 82% and 79% for the non
professionals. In those cases when pause occurs alone, without a melodic 
boundary marker, the trend described above is the same. 

PBS and melodic discontinuity 

Inspection of the mean PBS values per type of pitch contour did not reveal a 
clear-cut pattern. This confusion appeared to stem from the fact that there was 
a clear speaker-dependent preference to combine certain pitch contour types 
with pause, so that averaging across type of melodic discontinuity without 
taking pause into account created a distorted picture. For instance, the 
professional speaker always used a pause in combination with the contour type 
lE, whereas neither nonprofessional speaker ever used a pause there. 

Table N lists the mean PBS with pause and without pause per pitch 
contour type, for each speaker. Frequency of occurrence is given between 
brackets. Word boundaries associated with a melodic boundary marker are 
perceived as stronger than those without a melodic boundary marker, and 
when both melodic discontinuity and pause are present the boundary is 
perceived as still stronger. Further investigation is needed to get insight into 
possible interactions. 
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Table IV: Mean perceptual boundary strength for each of the melodic discontinuity 
types, split up over two pause categories (no pause and pause), for each speaker. 
Between brackets the number of cases is given. 

Prof Nonprof-1 

no pause pause no pause pause 

No disc. 2.1 (127) 5.3 (5) 2.2 (135) 6.8 (3) 

10 4.5 (8) 6.7 (4) 3.2 (13) 7.0 (3) 

1E 8.4 (3) 3.7 (1) 

1A2 4.5 (11) 8.5 (11) 4.9 (9) 8.1 (6) 

102 4.8 (1) 8.1 (5) 4.6 (3) 6.7 (2) 

PBS and preboundary lengthening 

Nonprof-2 

no pause 

2.1 (142) 

3.4 (13) 

4.6 (2) 

5.0 (5) 

5.1 (2) 

pause 

6.2 (2) 

7.9 (2) 

8.5 (7) 

As explained in the method section, we studied the effect of preboundary 

lengthening by looking at the normalized durations of all schwa's preceding 

word boundaries. 

Table V shows that when the normalized length of the schwa exceeded 1 s.d., 

the mean PBS was significantly higher for all three speakers (prof: F0 ,90l = 
8.83 (p = .004); nonprof-1: F0 ,90l = 92.29 (p < .0001); nonprof-2: F0 ,90l = 
124.04 (p < .0001)). In other words, there is a clear relation between 

preboundary lengthening and PBS. This is in agreement with the results of 

other investigators (Klatt, 1975; Crystal and House, 1988; Wightman et al., 

1992). 

When we looked in more detail at the interaction between the length of the 

schwa and the pause, we found that a normalized schwa duration :::; 1 s.d. 

always implied that there was no pause for the nonprofessionals; for the 

professional this was not always the case. The schwa > 1 s.d. often went 

together with a pause: 53% (prof), 66% (nonprof-1) and 82% (nonprof-2). 

Detailed examination of possible interactions between preboundary length

ening and melodic discontinuity did not reveal a clear association between 

these factors. 
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Table V: Mean perceptual boundary strength for two levels of preboundary 

lengthening, for each speaker. Between brackets the number of cases is given. 

Pre boundary 

lengthening 

~ 1 s.d. 

> 1 s.d. 

2.2.2.3 Prosodic Structure 

Prof 

3.0 (75) 

4.8 (17) 

Nonprof-1 

2.3 (81) 

6.7 (11) 

Nonprof-2 

2.0 (80) 

6.3 (12) 

In the preceding section, the relation between PBS and phonetic cues was 

discussed. The results showed a clear relationship between PBS and phonetic 

events. 

To check whether the prosodic behaviour of the speakers is also compatible 

with linguistic predictions, we used an algorithm being developed at IPO to 

derive sentence prosody from syntax in a text-to-speech system (Dirksen, 

1992). This algorithm uses metrical trees to derive prosody from syntax in 

three steps: syntactic analysis, metrical analysis and derivation of sentence 

accent and intonational phrasing. This leads to the specification of major and 

minor phrase boundaries (corresponding roughly to the intonational and 

phonological phrase boundaries frequently mentioned in the literature). The 

hierarchical organization is such that an utterance consists of one or more 

major phrases and a major phrase of one or more minor phrases. Whether or 

not these boundaries are realized in the output is then determined by built-in 

rules, which take into account considerations of phrase length, number of 

accents per phrase and deaccenting of function words. Since the algorithm 

only predicts one of three levels of prosodic strength our verification of the 

linguistic predictions is limited to that number, even if on the phonetic side 

more levels can be coped with. 

We applied this algorithm to analyse the twenty sentences used in this 

study. The results of this, described below, were compared with those from the 

perceptual and phonetic analyses. 

Figure 5 shows the mean perceptual prosodic strength associated with the 

three predicted boundary levels. An analysis of variance reveals a significant 
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overall difference between these boundaries (prof: F<2•172l = 372.48 (p < .0001); 

nonprof-1: F<2,172> = 197.21 (p < .0001); nonprof-2: F<2•112 >= 130.99 (p < 
.0001)). Post-hoc Scheffe analyses show minor boundaries to be associated 

with significantly stronger perceptual breaks than no boundaries are, and major 

boundaries to be stronger than minor boundaries. Thus, the perf onnance of the 

speakers and the judges in this experiment agree well with the linguistic 

predictions. 
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Figure 5: Mean percepttial boundary strength corresponding to the. three 
theoretically predicted boundary levels (no, minor and major boundary), split up 
over the three speakers. The number of observations for each boundary level is 
denoted by N. 

Figure 6 gives a survey of the relationships between the predicted 

boundaries and the phonetic cues pause, melodic discontinuity and reset. The 
PBS values for each category are also given. 
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Figure 6: The three theoretically predicted boundary levels (no, weak and 
strong) and their relation to the phonetic cues and perceptual boundary 
strength, for each speaker separately. For each theoretically predicted 
boundary the associated phonetic cues used are given in percentages (vertical 
bars). The diamonds indicate the mean perceptual boundary strength for each 
boundary type. 
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In the utterances of the professional speaker, there is an extremely high 
correspondence between the predicted boundaries and the phonetic cues. In 
only one case is there no phonetic cue where a major boundary is predicted, 
and for minor boundaries this is true for nine out of 132 cases. The algorithm 
predicts a minor boundary for 24 word boundaries. A minor boundary is 
mostly associated with a melodic boundary marker or pause (one cue). In 
eighteen out of nineteen cases a major boundary was associated with both 
melodic boundary marker and pause (and reset). 

The general picture that arises from Figure 6 is that stronger predicted 
boundaries are associated with more phonetic cues and higher PBS values. The 
relationship between the boundaries predicted by the algorithm and the 
phonetic cues was less outspoken for the nonprofessionals than for the 
professional one, which is reflected in the PBS values found. 

Finally, the strength of a prosodic boundary is influenced by the depth of 
co-occurring syntactic boundary, but any correspondence is not limited to very 
peculiar types of syntactic phenomena (for instance, apposition). 

2.2.3 Discussion and Conclusions 

One of the aims of the research described in this section was to 1see if it is 
possible to measure PBS directly, as an independent perceptual variable, 
without explicit reference to phonetic events or linguistic structure. The results 
of the experiment demonstrate that untrained listeners can indeed give reliable 
and meaningful judgments about PBS when asked simply to indicate the 
strength of word boundaries in spoken utterances on a IO-point scale. The high 
agreement among the judges makes it very likely that they responded to the 
same perceptual concept, using the same cues in the speech signal as the basis 
for their judgments. The high correlation between the PBS values obtained for 
boundaries in normal speech and those obtained for the same boundaries in 
delexicalized speech shows in addition that the judgments were not biased by 
lexical, syntactic and semantic information available to the listeners. 

Clear mismatches between PBS values obtained in the lexical and delexical 
conditions were found in only a few cases and those cases can be readily 
explained. For instance, in the sentence hij liep de brug in een hoog tempo 
over (literally: He walked the bridge at a high speed across) the boundary 
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between de and brug received a PBS of 1.4 and 3.5 in the lexical and 

delexical conditions, respectively. The relatively high PBS found in the 

delexical condition can be explained by the difficulty of interpreting the 

silence preceding the burst in the [b] as part of the plosive rather than as a 

short pause. 

There is a strong link between PBS values and phonetic events in the 

speech signal. For instance, consider the data for the NP-VP boundary 

indicated by the slash in the test sentence het knappe meisje I vertelde de 
psychiater haar verhaal (The pretty girl told the psychiatrist her story). As can 

be seen in Table VI, this boundary was assigned different PBS values for the 

three speakers: 7.9, 5.7 and 3.5. These differences are reflected in the phonetic 

cues the speakers used to highlight the boundary. 

The three speakers used the same melodic discontinuity, but the professional 

speaker also used a 90-ms pause and strongly lengthened the preboundary 

vowel. Accordingly, his realization of the boundary was considered the 

strongest of the three. The difference between the two nonprofessional 

speakers may be due to the differences in degree of vowel lengthening they 

applied. 

Generally speaking, it is true that boundaries were perceived as stronger 

when more phonetic cues were associated with them. Moreover, presence of a 

declination reset always implied both a pause and a melodic boundary marker; 

presence of a pause usually implied some form of melodic discontinuity; a 

melodic boundary marker was the only phonetic cue to systematically occur in 

isolation as the only cue. 

Table VI: Perceptual boundary strength, type of melodic discontinuity, length of 

pause and degree of preboundary lengthening (in s.d.) associated with the boundary 
indicated by a slash in the sentence: Het knappe meisje I venelde de psychiater haar 

verhaal, for each speaker. 

Prof Nonprof-1 Nonprof-2 

PBS 7.9 3.5 5.7 

melodic cue 102 102 102 

pause 90 0 0 

schwa length 2.87 -0.25 0.25 
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The three speakers had different preferences for the way they used the 
phonetic cues. For instance, the professional speaker was more generous in his 
use of phonetic cues than the nonprofessional ones. He was also the only one 
to systematically use declination resets to highlight boundaries, while one of 
the nonprofessional speakers used no declination resets at all. The professional 
speaker used the type of pitch contour lE only in combination with a pause, 
whereas the other two never used it together with a pause. However, when 
identical phonetic cue combinations were used, they were associated with 
similar PBS values for all three speakers. 

The clear association between boundary strength as calculated by the 
prosodic boundary prediction algorithm described earlier and as measured in 
the experiment demonstrates the association between PBS and linguistic
prosodic structure. 

In summary, the high agreement among the judges in the lexical and 
delexical conditions shows that the measure of PBS as obtained in the 
experiment is an internally consistent one. The measure's usability as a tool in 
speech labelling is demonstrated by the relationships found between PBS and 
phonetic events: listeners successfully ignored lexical, syntactic and semantic 
information and concentrated on the speakers' prosodic performance. The 
relevance of PBS with respect to prosodic structure is supported by the 
relationships found between PBS and one particular theoretical prediction of 
prosodic boundaries in terms of three levels. 

However, the speech material used in the experiment was limited to only 
twenty Dutch utterances, which were rather short and differed from each other 
in unsystematical ways. As a result, the observations may be too restricted to 
draw definite conclusions as to the contributions made by variations in the 
phonetic cues, such as length of the pause and type of pitch contour. Also, the 
role of preboundary lengthening as boundary cue deserves more attention. 

2.3 Second experiment 

The second experiment was performed to draw more definite conclusions as to 
the contributions made by variations in the phonetic cues. Therefore, a larger 
database was constructed in a more systematic way, so that a wider coverage 
of variability in length and syntactic structure could be obtained, one which 
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would elicit a reasonable amount of variation in the prosodic behaviour of a 
speaker. Also, the database was constructed to determine the cue value of 
preboundary lengthening and glottal stop. To a limited extent it was 
investigated whether the prosodic boundaries that tum out to be salient in 
perception and production terms, can be motivated independently as 
constituents of syntactic (surface) structure. 

In section 2.3.1 a description will be given of the methodology of this 
experiment, which involved three steps. First, the recording of 114 Dutch 
sentences by one speaker will be described. These utterances were presented to 
eighteen untrained Dutch listeners to obtain judgments of the Perceptual 
Boundary Strength (PBS) of all word boundaries in the material. Secondly, the 
perceptual analysis will be described, followed by a description of the phonetic 
analyses used to describe the 114 utterances. Section 2.3.2 contains the results; 
the first describes the relationship between PBS and suprasegmental features 
and second section describes the correspondence between prosodic boundaries 
and elements of linguistic structure. Section 2.3.3. contains the conclusions. 

2.3.1 Method 

2.3.1.1 Speech material 

The speech material consisted of 152 sentences and 64 texts, read aloud in a 
random order under controlled conditions by one professional male speaker. 
Of this material 114 sentences were used in this experiment, the remainder 
were used in the experiment described in section 3. Results from the previous 
experiment (see section 2.2) showed that nonprofessional speakers do not use 
other cues but rather fewer ones than does a professional, and when the 
speakers used the same combination of cues, it was associated with similar 
PBS values. For this reason only one professional speaker was used, who 
exhibits the whole gamut of prosodic variation that one is likely to find in the 
linguistic population at large. The recordings were made in a sound-treated 
room; the speech was digitized at a 16 kHz sampling frequency. 

The syntactic structure of the majority of the 114 sentences can be 
represented by the following set of rewrite rules: 
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(1) S ->NP VP 

(2) NP -> Det ((AdvP) AdjP) N (P.) { (P.)} 
{ (S) } 

(3) VP-> V NP 

Most of the sentence types also appeared as elements in conjoined or 
subordinate structures, and parentheses were inserted into some of them. 
Surface structure variation was created mainly by interchanging the order of 
certain constituents (for instance, through 'fronting'). 

In the 114 utterances, 494 word boundaries were selected to be evaluated 
for the strength of the concomitant prosodic boundary. From the first 
experiment we know that utterances contain many vecy weak boundaries. On 
the basis of syntactic/semantic information of the utterances and the results of 
the first experiment it was determined which boundaries would probably be 
vecy weak. Not all these boundaries were analysed, since no information was 
lost when fewer where analysed. 

As to the phonetic make-up, we ensured that preboundary lengthening could 
be measured by having identical vowel-consonant sequences in front of 
different types of syntactic boundaries. In particular, the sequences /a:s/ and 
/af/ occurred in most of the critical positions. The words following a phrase 
boundary often started with a vowel, so that the occurrence of a glottal stop as 
an additional boundary marker could be examined. Syntactic variability and 
phonetic constraints combined into sentences of the following type: 

(i) De huisbaas introduceerde de geitekaas 
(The landlord introduced the goat cheese) 

(ii) Op de grote bijeenkomst 'De Kaasbaas' introduceerde de huisbaas de 
geitekaas en in het mooie hotel 'Bergaf informeerde de personeelstaf de 
verkoopstaf. 
(At the big meeting 'The Cheese Boss', the landlord introduced the goat 
cheese and in the beautiful hotel 'Downhill' the personnel staff informed 
the sales staff). 
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2.3.1.2 Perceptual Boundary Strength assignment 

Eighteen untrained listeners were asked to express the PBS on a 10-point 
scale. The procedure was the same as in the previous experiment (see section 
2.2.1.2). 

The first experiment had indicated that, in making these prosodic judgments, 
listeners were not biased by the fact that they could understand the sentences. 
The correlation between the PBS values of intelligible and unintelligible 
(delexicalized) versions of the same utterance was very high (r = .92, p < .01). 
Therefore it was decided this time not to present the listeners with 
delexicalized versions of the utterances (a procedure that greatly complicates 
stimulus preparation and the execution of the experimental task). The 114 
randomized utterances were presented in four sessions of approximately 30 
minutes. Two utterances appeared in all sessions, so that we were able to 
check the consistency of the subjects. Both the within-subjects and the 
between-subjects agreement turned out to be very high: the correlation 
coefficients reached significance at the .0001 level. 

2.3.1.3 Phonetic analyses 

Our primary aim was to establish some of the phonetic bases of the perceived 
variation in prosodic boundary strength. This amounted to an analysis of 
which prosodic variables the speaker controlled in which way, whenever he 
produced a conspicuous boundary. The following parameters were analysed in 
greater detail; for further explanation see also section 2.2.1.3. 
a. Pause duration. This was measured to the nearest 10 ms in the digitized 

speech wave. The mean duration of the few silent intervals associated 
with plosives (which were all < 100 ms) was subtracted from the total 
pause duration. When interpreting these data, the durations were 
categorized in classes 100 ms wide. 

b. Pitch contour characteristics both before and after the boundary. In the 
first experiment the pitch contour characteristics after the boundary were 
not mentioned separately. The main interest there was the type of pitch 
contour before the boundary. The pitch contour characteristics before and 
after the boundary were established by having an expert intonologist 
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transcribe the course of the pitch in terms of the notation conventions 
applicable to Dutch ('t Hart et al., 1990). The auditory transcription was 
checked jointly by two phoneticians, who compared it to pitch 
measurements of the utterances (Hermes, 1988) and in case of uncertainty 
made 'perceptually equivalent stylizations' of the measured curves. The 
pitch contour patterns used before and after the boundary are summarized 
in Figure 7. The auditory and acoustic analyses also took the occurrence 
of declination resets. at the boundaries into account. These could be either 
an upward shift of the baseline or (particularly in the case of parentheses) 
a downward one. 

c. Preboundary lengthening. As explained earlier we ensured that 
preboundary lengthening could be measured by having identical vowel
consonant sequences in front of different types of syntactic boundaries. 
Therefore, the durations of the /a:/, Isl, /al and If/ that occurred in most 
of the critical positions were measured. In contrast with the first 
experiment (see section 2.2.1.3) we did not follow the normalization 
procedure as inspired by Wightman et al. (1992) and Price et al. (1991), 
in which the amount of lengthening of the phonetic segments was 
established with reference to the duration of the corresponding phonemes 
when averaged over all their occurrences. Indeed, the mean durations of 
the sounds will be relatively high, since there are far more target sounds 
in preboundary position in this database than in a 'normal' one. However, 
if we change the normalization procedure in such a way that the duration 
of the sounds is normalized by expressing it as its distance from the 
mean duration of the occurrences which were not preboundary, the 
opposite problem arises; namely, the calculated mean durations are far 
too low. To get an unadulterated impression of the effect of preboundary 
lengthening, we calculated the Pearson correlations between the raw 
duration measurements and the PBS values. 

d. Glottal stops. The occurrence of a glottal stop at the onset of a 
post-boundary vowel was checked auditorially, in combination with a 
visual inspection of the waveform. 
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Figure 7: Pitch contour types before (straight lines) and after the boundary 
(dashed lines) used by the speaker in this experiment. The symbolic notation 
refers to the one used in the Dutch intonation grammar (see 't Hart et al., 1990). 

2.3.2 Results 

2.3.2.1 PBS and Phonetic analyses 

In this section we will take the perception data, in particular the PBS values 

assigned by the listeners, as our starting point and examine how the speaker's 

prosodic behaviour may have cued them. Figure 8 presents a general overview 

of the data. It plots the average PBS values against the 7 combinations of the 

three prosodic variables pause, melodic boundary marker and declination reset 

(in upward and downward direction). Preboundary lengthening and glottal stop 

will be discussed later. The most conspicuous trend is that the speaker induces 

the perception of increasingly stronger boundaries by combining a larger 

number of cues. 
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Figure 8: The 10 phonetic combinations with.their mean perceptual boundary 
strength. The phonetic cues R (reset), P (pause) and M (melodic contour) could 
be absent(-) or present(+). 

A general linear model was applied to the ensemble data, using a method of 
least squares regression and a stepwise fitting procedure (Cohen, 1982; Keren, 
1982; Stevens, 1992). First, the model comprised the addition of three main 
factors, each represented by a binary value: the presence or absence of a pause 
P, the presence or absence of a melodic boundary marker M, and the presence 
or absence of a declination reset R (in an upward or downward direction). This 
model, expressed as PBS = P + M + R, accounts for 82% of the observed 
variance. Secondly, if the value of P is quantized in six categories (each 100 
ms wide) and Mis differentiated into 6 contour types (one of them being mere 
declination), then the explained variance rises to 89%. Finally, if the 
significant interactions between the variables are included in the model, PBS= 

P + M + R + P*M + P*R + M*R, it explains 91 % of the variance. To test 
the validity of the model that explains 89% of the variance, it is fitted to an 
independent set of 38 utterances (for more information about these utterances, 
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see section 2.4.1.1). The PBS values predicted by the model on the basis of 
prosodic properties were correlated with the observed PBS values as scored by 
the listeners. The correlation was r = .90 (p < .0001). From this we can 
conclude that this model is a valid one. 

Let us now examine in greater detail how the speaker uses the variation in 
P, M, and R to mark prosodic boundaries of varying strength. 

PBS and pause and pitch contour 

Table VII shows the average PBS value (and the number of observations on 
which each is based) for specific combinations of pause duration category and 
pitch contour type. If there is no pause, some pitch contour types appear to 
produce a higher PBS value than others. However, this small effect of pitch 
contour type completely disappears when pause duration increases. Basically, 
the speaker lengthens his pauses to produce an increase in PBS. The net effect 
of pause, in the absence of any melodic discontinuity, can be gauged in the 
top row of Table VII: the increasing length of the pause results in 
correspondingly higher PBS scores. This tendency persists in combination with 
pitch contours of different sorts (as can be seen in rows 2 to 6). 

Table VII: Mean perceptual boundary strength for each combination of pause-
duration category (column headings) and pitch contour type (row headings). 
(Number of observations in parentheses). 

Oms < 100 100-199 200-299 300-399 > 399 
ms ms ms ms ms 

No disc. 2.2 (203) 5.0 (8) 7.8 (1) 8.2 (3) 9.7 (1) 

10 2.7 (12) 4.9 (5) 6.6 (2) 7.4 (3) 7.9 (5) 8.2 (1) 

1E2 3.0 (4) 4.4 (4) 6.4 (1) 

1E 3.5 (23) 5.0 (25) 7.0 (3) 7.3 (15) 8.3 (1) 

1A2 3.6 (25) 5.2 (51) 7.2 (17) 7.4 (28) 7.5 (21) 8.4 (13) 

102 3.8 (3) 6.4 (4) 7.3 (4) 7.7 (6) 8.3 (1) 
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It can also be noticed that the speaker has a mild preference for particular 
co-occurrences of pitch contour type and pause duration: instances of pause 
without a melodic boundary marker are very rare, contour types 10, 1E, and 
1E2 typically occur with no pause or a short one, while the remaining types 
seem to go with pauses of any duration. 

Pitch before and after the boundary 

The different types of pitch contour that are observed before a prosodic 
boundary derive their cue value basically from the fact that they end in non
low pitch. This suggests 'continuation' or, more specifically, the end of one 
information unit and the beginning of the next one (Swerts, 1994 ). The 
boundary impression can be reinforced if, after the juncture, there is an 
audible discontinuity in the course of the pitch. To that effect, the speaker can 
suddenly lower the pitch immediately after the boundary. In combination with 
the non-low pitch before the juncture, this results in a stronger melodic break 
than if the pitch were lowered more gradually. Table VIII allows for a 
comparison of both situations. It can be observed that the PBS scores in the 
'sudden lowering' (left-hand) column are systematically higher than in the 
'gradual lowering' (middle) column. 

Table VIII: Mean perceptual boundary strength for each type of contour. Row 

headings indicate the type of contour before the boundary. Column headings indicate 

the pitch value after the boundary (Number of observations in parentheses). 

Declination Sudden 
lowering 

2.4 (216) 
Declination 

10 5.1 (23) 

1E2 4.1 (6) 

1E 5.2 (41) 

1A2 6.4 (102) 

102 6.7 (13) 

Gradual 
lowering 

4.5(5) 

3.5 (2) 

4.0 (12) 

5.5 (9) 

4.7 (2) 

High 
Declination 

4.3 (1) 

5.8 (14) 

5.7 (44) 

7.8 (3) 
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After the boundary, the course of the pitch can continue in yet another way, 

viz. by remaining high on the upper declination line. In that case, the 
perceptual effect is diverse. If the pitch is high before the boundary, there is 
no melodic discontinuity and the PBS values in the 'high declination' (right
hand) column should resemble those in the 'gradual lowering' (middle) 
column. This appears to hold in the case of contour 1A2 only. In the case of 
contour 102, the high PBS value can be explained by the co-occurrence of a 
very long pause that overrides all other effects. With contour IE, the PBS 
value is also rather high, but this can be understood as well: the contour 
before the boundary ends in mid-level pitch, so that the high pitch after the 
break actually creates a melodic discontinuity. The only counterexample is 
contour 1E2, but this single case may not be representative. 

PBS and pause and declination reset 

The speaker can also induce the impression of a major pitch discontinuity, 
mentioned in the previous section, by producing a declination reset after the 
boundary. Table IX presents the PBS scores that resulted from particular 
combinations of pause duration and reset type (upward or downward). Resets 
are very unlikely if there is no pause. 

Table IX: Mean perceptual boundary strength for each combination of pause-
duration category in ms (columns) and reset (rows). (Number of observations in 
parentheses). 

0 ms < 100 100-199 200-299 300-399 > 399 
ms ms ms ms ms 

no reset 2.2 (203) 5.0 (8) 7.8 (1) 8.2 (3) 9.7 (1) 

upward R 2.7 (12) 4.9 (5) 6.6 (2) 7.4 (3) 7.9 (5) 8.2 (1) 

downward R 3.0 (4) 4.4 (4) 6.4 (1) 

Upward resets predominantly co-occur with pauses longer than 200 ms, while 
downward resets seem to combine with pauses of less than 100 ms (the 
number of observations in each pause-duration group is given in parentheses). 
An upward reset mainly contributes to the PBS score if the pause is absent or 
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very short. As soon as pause duration exceeds 100 ms, the presence of an 
upward reset raises the PBS score only a little. Due to lack of sufficient data, 
the picture is less clear for downward resets. 

PBS and preboundary lengthening 

In Table X the mean durations of the sounds (la:I, Isl, la.I, /fl) in preboundary 
position and in non-preboundary position are given. The mean durations of the 
sounds in preboundary position are substantially longer than of those which 
are not in preboundary positions. 

Table X: Mean durations of the sounds in preboundary and non-preboundary 
positions. Standard deviations and number of observations are given between 
brackets. 

Duration preboundary position non-preboundary 
position 

/a:I 208.7 (16.9, N = 127) 152.6 (30.2, N = 95) 

Isl 132.5 (37.3, N = 127) 87.6 (19.0, N = 381) 

la/ 136.8 (14.1, N = 129) 95.3 (30.5, N = 117) 

If/ 137 .2 (33.8, N = 129) 82.0 (18.0, N = 112) 

In Table XI it can be observed that the correlations between the duration of 
sounds (la:I, Isl, /a:l+lsl, /a,/, /fl, lal+lfl) and the PBS are low but mostly 
significant. These correlations increase in most cases when calculated with 
pause of 0 ms. Also, it can be observed that the correlations between the 
vowel + fricative + pause and PBS is higher than between pause alone and 
PBS. 

From these results we can conclude that word-final segments appear to be 
longer than non-final segments and that there is a slight tendency for the 
preboundary segments to be longer when the boundary is stronger. However 
when a pause is present, preboundary lengthening is not really a major cue for 
listeners to distinguish boundaries of different strengths. This is in line with 
the fact that nearly all of the variance (91 %, see section 2.3.2.1) can be 
explained without reference to the parameter preboundary lengthening. 
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Table XI: Correlations between the durations of sounds and the PBS. ** = sig .. 01, 

* = sig .. 05 

PBS PBS where PBS PBS 

pause= 0 where 

pause= 0 

/a:/ .12 (127) .61 (43)** la.I .24 (129)** .18 (28) 

Isl .41 (127)** .43 (43)** If/ .21 (129)* .50 (28)** 

/a:/+ Isl .38 (127)** .63 (43)** la.I +/fl .26 (129)** .41 (28)* 

/a:/+ Isl .91 (127)** - la.I +If/ + .89 (129)** -
+pause pause 

pause .85 (127)** - pause .84 (129)** -

PBS and glottal stop 

It appeared that the speaker had always produced a glottal stop at the onset of 
post-boundary vowels, which means that he does not use this variable as a 
prosodic cue. 

2.3.2.2 Prosodic phrasing and syntactic constituency 

Apparently, our speaker had taken care to use prosodic means in order to mark 
certain chunks in the flow of speech differentially. These cues were interpreted 
by our listeners as prosodic boundaries of varying strength. This systematic 
behaviour of both partners in the communication chain makes it likely that the 
prosodic chunking is meaningful from the perspective of information transfer. 
To that effect, the units that are delineated by the speaker should correspond 
to elements of linguistic structure that play a role in the syntactic and semantic 
make-up of the message. In particular, the locations of the prosodic boundaries 
should coincide with those of phrase boundaries, and their strength should 
reflect the depth of those phrase boundaries. 

We tested this hypothesis selectively, primarily by looking at the prosodic 
marking of the NP-VP boundary and by comparing it to the boundary that 
occurs before a PP in two syntactically different contexts. An interesting 
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observation is that the NP-VP boundary is accompanied by PBS scores that 
vary between 2.8 and 8.9, rather than having a nearly invariable marking that 
would correspond to its fixed status in a syntactic sense. The variability is far 
from random, however: the PBS score increases with the growing length (and 
complexity) of the NP (see Table XII A). In a sentence of the type [Det N][V 
Det N] the average PBS value is 5, whereas it rises to 6.5 when the NP is a 
[Det Adv Adj N] sequence and becomes 8.1 when a relative clause follows the 
head noun of the NP ([Det N S]). The length and complexity of the VP, on 
the other hand, play no major role. Whether the VP is as simple as [V Det 
Adj N] or whether it contains an additional adverbial clause is of no 
consequence to the strength of the prosodic boundary that precedes it. 
Apparently, the speaker pays more attention to properties of the sentence part 
that has already been produced than to what is still to follow (even if he is 
actually able to anticipate because he is reading a printed text). 

Table XII: Mean perceptual boundary strength in different syntactic structures. '#' 

indicates which boundary was judged. (Number of observations in parentheses). 

A B 
Syntactic structure PBS Syntactic structure PBS 

1. [Det N]NP # [V Det N]vp 5.0 (4) 8. [Det N# PP]NP or vi> 3.0 (17) 

2. [Det A N)NP # [V Det N)vp 5.3 (2) 9. [V NP]yp# PP 5.7 (10) 

3. [Det Adv Adj N]NP # [V Det N]yp 6.5 (2) 10. s<main> # s <SUb> 7.4 (22) 

4. [Det N PP]NP # [V Det N]vp 6.9 (2) 

5. [Det A N PP]NP # [V Det N]vp 7.0 (2) 

6. [Det Adv Adj N PP]NP # 7.2 (2) 

[V Det N] vp 

7. [Det N Srel]NP # [V Det NJ vp 8.1 (8) 

As to the boundary that precedes a PP constituent, two cases can be 
distinguished: one in which the PP is a nominal adjunct in an NP (8), and one 
in which it serves as an adverbial adjunct inside or outside the VP (9). 
Supposedly, the former syntactic boundary requires a weaker prosodic 
demarcation. Our data show that this is indeed the case: in the nominal adjunct 
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case the PBS score is 3.0, while in the adverbial adjunct case it is 5.7 (see 
Table XII B). In the former case, the strength of the boundary seems to 
decrease as a function of the increasing length of the part of the NP that has 
already been uttered. The length of the PP determines the strength of the 
boundary that follows. The PBS score in the adverbial adjunct case can be 
compared to the boundary between a main clause and the subclause that 
follows (10). The latter PBS value appears to be 7.4 (Table XII B). Exactly 
the same score is obtained if the subclause opens the sentence and therefore 
precedes the main clause (averaged over 6 instances). Whether a full sentence 
or a major phrasal constituent is in the front position makes no difference. If 
they are of comparable length, they receive the same PBS score: 7.4 and 7 .2, 
respectively (averaged over 6 observations in each case). This generalization 
can be taken one step further: if the sentence starts with the subject NP and if 
that constituent has roughly the same length as the PP or S in the two cases 
just mentioned, again a similar score results (7.2, average of 2 observations). 
In summary, the strength of the boundary appears to depend on the length (or 
complexity) of the preceding constituent; this applies both to initial and final 
constituent positions. Also, the syntactic nature of the preceding constituent 
plays a role: a boundary inside a major constituent (a PP in an NP) is weaker 
than that between major constituents (a PP outside an NP or VP; an S next to 
another S). 

2.3.3 Discussion and Conclusions 

This investigation set out to draw more definite conclusions with regard to the 
question: How do speakers use prosody to make the linguistic and 
informational structure of the utterance transparent and which of these 
prosodic characteristics have a cue value for listeners? 

The results showed that a professional speaker uses variable combinations 
of prosodic cues, which resulted in systematic differences in the perception of 
prosodic boundaries by a group of listeners. Low PBS values usually go hand 
in hand with a short pause, a contour of type IE, and the absence of a 
declination reset. High PBS values frequently imply a long pause, a contour of 
type 1A2, and an (upward) declination reset. It is important to emphasize that 
there is a great deal of freedom and variability in a speaker's prosodic 
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behaviour. Equivalent PBS values may be obtained by different combinations 
of cues. For instance, a shorter pause may be combined with a contour of type 
102, or a longer pause may be combined with a 10, in order to produce the 
same perceptual effect. Generally we can say that the speaker primarily adapts 
the duration of the pauses; secondarily and depending to some extent on that 
duration, he produces a particular type of melodic discontinuity by choosing 
an appropriate pitch contour and/or by resetting the declination baseline. 
Preboundary lengthening is not really used by this speaker as a major cue to 
differentiate boundaries of different strengths, and a glottal stop is not used as 
a boundary cue at all. 

From these results it can also be concluded that the positions of the 
prosodic boundaries and their strengths are well motivated from a syntactic
semantic point of view. The strength of a boundary appears to depend on the 
length (and complexity) of the preceding constituent and not of the succeeding 
constituents, and on the syntactic nature of the preceding constituent. In a 
previous study based on the same speaker's performance, Terken and Collier 
(1991) manipulated the length and complexity of constituents independently 
and found that they had a separate and significant influence on pause duration. 
Furthermore, their effects turned out to be additive. This means that the 
speaker also has to be aware of the surface syntactic make-up of what he has 
already produced, so that a long but simple constituent gets a different 
prosodic treatment from a long and complex one. This awareness is also 
required in order to differentiate between minor and major syntactic 
boundaries. In the former case, when the boundary occurs inside a longer 
component (as with a PP within an NP), a shallow prosodic break is required 
and pause duration has to be short. Our data show that the speaker's sentence
intemal prosody is motivated by certain linguistic properties of the sentence. 
On the other hand, we have seen that the listeners derive perceptual 
boundaries of variable strength from the speaker's prosodic cues. Therefore it 
is highly plausible that listeners use that prosodic information to compute the 
informational structure of the input speech. 
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2.4 Third experiment3 

It is not unthinkable that a speaker uses different boundary-marking strategies 

for utterances spoken in context than for those spoken in isolation. Brubaker 

(1972) found that utterances near the end of a paragraph were read out faster 

than those occurring earlier, and Caspers (1994) reported that in fast speech 

some melodic boundary markers are deleted and the number of different pitch 

configurations is reduced. So far, we have only investigated the behaviour of 

speakers and listeners for utterances read in isolation. Therefore, the primary 

aim of this experiment is to determine whether speakers use the same prosodic 

characteristics in utterances spoken in context. 

The second aim of this experiment is to determine whether the relationship 

between prosodic characteristics and PBS remains the same in utterances 

spoken in context and in isolation. It is possible that the speaker uses the same 

prosodic characteristics in marking boundaries, but that the perception of 

listeners changes due to their interaction with variable speech rate. 

2.4.1 Method 

2.4.1.1 Speech material 

In the previous experiment (see section 2.3.1.1) a database was recorded, 

containing 152 sentences and 64 texts read out by a professional speaker. Of 

this database 114 isolated utterances were analysed. The remaining utterances 

formed the input for the present experiment. 

The 64 texts consist of 2 paragraphs each. Every text contains one target 

sentence, which is placed in different positions in the text. Since initial, medial 

and final utterances of a discourse unit are marked with different prosodic 

characteristics (Brown, Currie & Kenworthy, 1980; Yule, 1980; Swerts, 1994) 

we decided to place the target sentences of this experiment in initial, medial 

and final position of the text (IniText, MedText, FinText) and in final position 

of the first paragraph (FinPar). We attempted to place every target sentence in 

3 Thanks to Eliane Segers for running the experiment 
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all four positions in the text. Every text contained one target sentence in one 
of those four positions. Ideally target sentence 1 is placed in the initial 
position in text 1, in the medial position in text 2, in the final position of the 
first paragraph of text 3 and in the final position in text 4. This was not 
possible in all the cases because it is difficult to construct sentences which fit, 
with respect to content and syntactic structure, in initial, medial and final 
positions of a text. As a result, there are 38 instead of 16 different target 
sentences. Some of these sentences appear in one position (for instance, only 
FinText), whereas others appear in two or three positions of the text. 

The range of syntactic structures used was the same as in the 114 sentences 
in the second experiment. Sentence length varied between 6 and 26 words. 
There were 351 word boundaries, of which 137 were selected for analysis (see 
section 2.3.1.1). These 38 different sentences were also read out in isolation, 
without context. 

2.4.1.2 Perceptual Boundary Strength assignment 

The 38 isolated utterances and the 64 utterances coming from different 
positions in the text were presented to 17 untrained listeners in 4 sessions. 
Again, they were asked to express the PBS of the word boundaries of the 
utterances on a 10-point scale. The whole procedure was carried out in the 
same way as in the previous experiments (see 2.3.1.2). 

2.4.1.3. Phonetic analyses 

In this study we measured the pause durations and determined the pitch 
contour types and the declination resets (for the exact procedure, see 2.3.1.3). 

Also, we determined the speech rate, in terms of number of syllables per 
second, for the utterances spoken in isolation and in different positions in 
context. The speech rate is the total duration of the sentences, without the 
pause durations, divided by the number of syllables. 
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2.4.2 Results 

2.4.2.1 Comparison prosodic characteristics in isolation and context 

Before examining the distributions of the cues in order to determine whether 
the speaker uses the same prosodic characteristics to mark boundaries in 
utterances spoken out in context and in isolation, we first calculated the speech 
rate. To this purpose, four categories of the isolated utterances matching the 
four types of context utterances (lniText, MedText, FinPar and FinText) were 
made (identical with respect to content and syntactic structure): 
- lnilso = 16 isolated utterances that are identical to the 16 IniText utterances, 
- Medlso = 16 isolated utterances that are identical to the 16 MedText 

utterances, 
- FinParlso = 16 isolated utterances that are identical to the 16 FinPar 

utterances, 
- Finlso = 16 isolated utterances that are identical to the 16 FinText 

utterances. 
The speech rate of the utterances spoken out in isolation and in context are 
given in Table XIII. 

Table Xlll: The speech rate in syllables per second and the s.d. for the utterances 
spoken in context (IniText, MedText, FinPar, FinText) and the matched utterances 
spoken in isolation (lnilso, Medlso, FinParlso, Finlso). 

syll/s s.d. 

lnilso 5.08 0.31 

lniText 5.20 0.31 

Medlso 4.99 0.26 

MedText 5.51 0.25 

FinParlso 5.13 0.31 

FinPar 5.54 0.28 

Finlso 5.18 0.42 

Fin Text 5.58 0.39 
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The rate is always higher for the context utterances than for the isolated ones. 
The difference in speech rate between IniText-Inilso is less than 1 s.d., 
whereas for MedText-Medlso, FinPar-FinParlso and FinText-Finlso this 
difference is 2:: 1 s.d. This observation is confirmed by analyses of variance, 
which shows that the mean rate in syllables per second for Inilso and IniText 
do not differ significantly (F0 ,30> = 1.20, p > .05). Whereas the rates of Medlso 
and MedText differ significantly of (F(1,30) = 33.10, p < .0001), and also for 
FinParlso-FinPar (F0 ,30) = 15.42, p < .001) and Finlso-FinText (F0 ,30) = 7.81, p 
< .01). From this we can conclude that non-initial utterances were spoken 
faster than initial ones. The speech rate of the isolated utterances is 
comparable to the results found by Caspers, who reported a rate of 5.04 syll/s 
for normal speech. The speech rate for the text utterances are a little higher 
(on average 0.42 syll/s), but this is certainly not comparable to fast speech; 
7.11 syll/s (Caspers, 1994). 

In Table XIV the numbers of observations for the different types of melodic 
markers used are given for the context and the matched isolated utterances. 
The likelihood ratio Chi-Square (l-test of Spitz (1961), as explained in 
Appendix A, reveals no significant difference for IniText-lnilso (l = 11.69, p = 
.04, df = 5), FinPar-FinParlso (l = 6.80, p > .05, df = 5) and FinText-Finlso (l 
= 1.38, p > .05, df = 5), but does show one for MedText-Medlso (l = 16.78, p 
< .01, df = 5). This significant effect can be attributed mainly to the fact that 
the speaker uses the contour IE more often in the isolated utterances 
(Medlso). This tendency can also be observed in FinPar-FinParlso and 
FinText-Finlso. 

Table XV is similar to Table XIV, except that now the different categories 
of pauses are given. Again, we do not observe much difference in the numbers 
when we compare the isolated versions with the context versions. This is 
confirmed by the results of the I-test of Spitz: lniText-Inilso (l = 2.53, p > .05, 
df = 4), MedText-Medlso (1 = 1.43, p > .05, df = 5), FinPar-FinParlso (1 = 
4.36, p > .05, df= 5) and FinText-Finlso (1 = 1.94, p > .05, df = 4). 
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Table XIV: Number of observations for the different types of melodic markers for 

the utterances spoken in context (lniText, MedText, FinPar, FinText) and the 

matched utterances spoken in isolation (lnilso, Medlso, FinPariso, Finlso). 

melodic markers 

0 10 1E 1E2 1A2 12 

Inilso 30 2 12 3 10 6 

IniText 28 4 11 0 19 1 

Medlso 17 3 12 5 12 2 

MedText 22 4 3 0 15 7 

FinParlso 23 5 11 2 11 4 

FinPar 25 1 6 1 15 8 

Finl so 20 5 8 3 12 6 

Fin Text 23 5 5 3 10 8 

Table XV: Number of observations for the six pause categories in ms for the 

utterances spoken in context (lniText, MedText, FinPar, FinText) and the matched 
utterances spoken in isolation (Inilso, Medlso, FinParlso, Finlso) 

pause duration 

0 <100 <200 <300 <400 >399 

Inilso 42 12 3 4 2 0 

IniText 47 10 4 1 2 0 

Med.Iso 31 12 2 2 4 0 

MedText 31 11 2 2 4 1 

FinParlso 34 13 2 3 4 0 

FinPar 36 12 0 4 3 1 

Finl so 32 16 2 2 2 0 

Fm Text 30 13 4 3 4 0 
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Table. XVI, finally, gives the observed frequencies for the resets. From the 
analyses it appears that our professional speaker does not use more or fewer 
resets or lowerings in utterances spoken out in isolation than he does for those 
in context (IniText-Iniiso (l = 0.34, p > .05, df = 1), MedText-Mediso (l = 
2.82, p > .05, df = 2), FinPar-FinPariso (l = 4.17, p > .05, df = 2) and 
FinText-Finiso (l = 2.82, p > .05, df = 2)). 

From these results we can conclude that this speaker uses the same prosodic 
characteristics to mark boundaries. He uses the same type of melodic markers, 
except that there is a tendency for the pitch contour lE to be used more often 
in isolated utterances. Also, he did not apply more or fewer pauses and resets 
in isolation than he did in context. 

Table XVI: Number of observations for the types of reset for the utterances spoken 

in context (IniText, MedText, FinPar, FinText) and the matched utterances spoken in 

isolation (Inilso, Medlso, FinParlso, Finlso) 

No reset Reset Lowering 

I nil so 58 5 0 

IniText 56 7 0 

Medlso 45 6 0 

MedText 43 6 2 

FinPariso 50 6 0 

FinPar 44 10 2 

Finlso 48 6 0 

Fin Text 46 6 2 

2.4.2.2 Relation between PBS values and prosodic characteristics for 
utterances in isolation and context 

In Figure 9, a general overview of the data is given. The average PBS values 
are given for the most frequently used combinations of prosodic characteristics 
(pause, melodic marker and reset) for both the utterances in isolation and those 
in context. 
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Figure 9: Mean perceptual boundary strength in the isolated utterances and the 
utterances spoken in different positions of the text (lniText, MedText, FinPar, 
FinText) for five phonetic cue combinations. The + and - signs stand for 
presence and absence of the phonetic cues 'melodic discontinuity', 'pause' and 
'baseline reset'. The phonetic cue combinations are numbered from 1 to 5. The 
number of observations for each phonetic cue combination is denoted by N and 
given for each type of utterance (ordered as in the legend box). 

As in the previous experiments, the general tendency is that the more 
phonetic cues there are, the higher are the PBS-values. As can be seen in 
Figure 9 there are almost no differences between the isolated utterances and 
the context utterances, except for the strategy with only pause. This difference 
is the result of the variation in pause length, which has a strong impact on the 
PBS value (see 2.2.2.2 and 2.3.2.1). In general, the difference in PBS values 
in isolated utterances and in utterances in context is very small when the 
speaker uses the same combination of cues. The correlation between the PBS 
values is given in Figure I 0 for the two sorts of utterances. 

These results are confirmed by the fact that a model developed for isolated 
utterances (section 2.3.2.1) holds out against the utterances spoken out in 
context. The model generates predictions that correlate with the observed data 
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at r = .88 for IniText (N = 64, p < .0001), at r = .89 for MedText (N = 51, p 
< .0001), at r = .88 for FinPar (N = 56, p < .0001) and at r = .88 for FinText 
(N = 54, p < .0001). 
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Figure 10: Scattergram of perceptual boundary strength values for utterances 
spoken in isolation and in context for the professional speaker. 

2.4.3 Discussion and Conclusions 

From the results of this experiment it can be concluded that the professional 
speaker uses the same prosodic characteristics to mark boundaries in 
utterances spoken in context and in isolation. In general, the same types of 
melodic markers are used, except that there is a tendency for the pitch contour 
lE to be used more often in. isolated utterances. Furthermore, the number and 
the duration of the pauses do not differ, nor does the use of resets. Also, the 
same combinations of prosodic characteristics do not result in different 
judgments of the PBS by the listeners. 

In the introduction of this experiment we suggested that the behaviour of 
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the speaker and the listeners could be different for utterances in context and in 
isolation, as a result of the differences in speaking rate between these types of 
utterances. The results show no difference in the behaviour, although there are 
clear differences in speaking rate: text-initial utterances were spoken as fast as 
utterances spoken out in isolation, whereas the non-initial ones were spoken 
faster. However, these differences in speaking rate are not nearly as large as 
the ones between normal and fast speech reported by Caspers (1994). This can 
be the reason that we observed the same speaker and listener behaviour in 
isolated and context-embedded utterances. 

2.5. General Discussion and Conclusions 

In this chapter we investigated the phenomenon of prosodic phrasing. This 
phrasing function is relevant from a communicative point of view, to the 
extent that it is based on an agreement between speaker and listener as to the 
cue value of prosodic characteristics. We determined whether it is possible to 
obtain a reliable measure of PBS and used this information as a pointer to 
where interesting production facts are likely to be observed. Therefore, we 
presented utterances read out in isolation to untrained listeners, who scored the 
perceived boundary strength of the word boundaries on a 10-point scale. The 
agreement between listeners was very high, which means that untrained 
listeners can be used to determine the degree of disjuncture in the flow of 
speech reliably. Also, the scores of the listeners were not biased by syntactic 
and/or semantic information, since the correlation between the PBS of lexical 
and delexical (unintelligible) versions of the same utterance was very high (r = 
.92, p < .01). 

To determine which phonetic characteristics were associated with the 
listeners' judgments the speech material was subjected to a phonetic analysis. 
The phonetic analysis concentrated mainly on type of melodic boundary 
marker, type of baseline declination reset (in upward or downward direction) 
and duration of pause. The results showed a significant relationship between 
the boundary strength perceived by the listeners and the phonetic 
characteristics used by the speakers. Different combinations of pause, type of 
melodic marker and declination reset resulted in systematic differences in PBS 
values. Pause influenced the perception of the listeners most: PBS increases 
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with increasing pause length, and this effect was enhanced when there was 
also a melodic boundary marker and/or reset. Also, we investigated the cue 
value of preboundary lengthening. It appeared that word-final segments are 
longer than non-final segments and that there is a slight tendency for the 
preboundary segments to be longer when the boundary is stronger. However, 
when a pause is present, preboundary lengthening is not really a major cue for 
listeners to distinguish boundaries of different strengths. The results also 
revealed some differences between speakers, but when the speakers used the 
same combination of cues it was associated with similar PBS values. These 
results were quantified in an additive model including only the three variables 
pause, melodic marker and reset that accounts for 89% of the variance found. 

The results obtained for utterances spoken out in isolation can be 
generalized to utterances spoken in context. We investigated whether a speaker 
makes the linguistic and informational structure of utterances spoken in 
context transparent by using the same prosodic means. Also, we investigated if 
the relationship between these prosodic characteristics and PBS remains the 
same. The results showed that our professional speaker uses the same prosodic 
characteristics to mark boundaries in utterances spoken in context as in 
isolation, which resulted in the same PBS values being assigned by the 
listeners. 

The prosodic demarcation studied in these experiments has a potential 
communicative function, because it can facilitate the listener's processing of 
the incoming flow of speech, or rather, flow of information, since speakers' 
prosody is correlated with certain linguistic properties of the sentence. The 
strength of a boundary depends on the length or complexity of the preceding 
constituent, and the boundary inside a major constituent is weaker than one 
between major constituents. The positions of the prosodic boundaries and their 
strengths are well motivated from a syntactic-semantic point of view, but 
despite all the regularities in the data, it remains true that the same syntactic 
boundary may not always be marked equally strongly in all its occurrences. 
Also, it should be kept in mind that the freedom of the speaker may lead to a 
complete absence of any prosodic markers. 

Most of the prosodic hierarchies proposed in prosodic phonology (Selkirk, 
1984; Nespor & Vogel, 1986; Beckman & Pierrehumbert, 1986; Gussenhoven 
& Rietveld, 1992, see Introduction to this chapter) have the strict layer 
hypothesis (SLH) as an underlying basic assumption, either implicitly or 
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explicitly (Ladd & Campbell, 1991). The SLH implies a direct relationship 
between type of prosodic constituent and the depth of the boundaries 
associated with it. The notion of PBS speaks to the validity of the SLH. The 
experiment described in this chapter was not set up to test the validity of the 
SLH, but its results seem to argue against the SLH. Indeed, there are no 
apparent peaks in the distribution of PBS values, meaning that they do not 
appear to cluster around a limited number of target values, which could then 
be said to reflect categories of prosodic constituent structure. Ladd and 
Campbell (1991), on the other hand, propose the introduction of so-called 
compound prosodic domains (CPDs) to permit a limited degree of 
recursiveness in prosodic trees. CPDs allow prosodic boundaries of the same 
type to be realized with different strengths and this seems to better agree with 
the observations made in the present research. 

It seems natural to compare the PBS notion, developed in this research, with 
the break-index tier of the ToBI prosodic labelling scheme mentioned in the 
Introduction. Both are perceptual measures to express degree of separation 
between words in spoken utterances. However, the two concepts do not 
necessarily measure the same thing. The ToBI break-index tier is intimately 
connected with the tonal tier, so that break-index assignment depends to a 
large extent on the transcription of the pitch contour. For this reason, labelling 
within the ToBI system can be done only by trained judges. In PBS 
assignment, there is no explicit connection with phonetic events and it can 
therefore be argued that PBS is the more truly perceptual measure, based on 
fewer underlying assumptions. Nonetheless, if the assumptions underlying the 
ToBI break index are correct, there should be a high association between the 
two. 
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Acceptability of phrasing rules for synthetic 
speech1 

3.1 Introduction 

59 

Speakers provide prosodic cues to the linguistic organization of their messages 

(Bruce et al., 1993; De Pijper & Sanderman, 1994; Ladd & Campbell, 1991; 
Sanderman & Collier, 1995; Strangert, 1990; Terken & Collier, 1991; Wightman, 

Shattuck-Hufnagel, Ostendorf & Price, 1992). By the deliberate use of pause, 
melodic marking, declination reset and preboundary lengthening they indicate to 

the listener what the internal coherence is of their utterances. Thus prosody 
serves, among other things, a phrasing function; it decomposes the utterance into 

syntactically and/or semantically meaningful units. In doing so, prosody is likely 

to facilitate the comprehension process in the listener, since (s)he is given 

indications as to which elements in the flow of speech can be processed as a 

whole (Lively et al., 1993). 

In the case of synthetic speech the benefit of good phrasing is supposedly even 
greater, since the signal is less redundant than that of natural speech (Quene & 

Kager, 1992). Indeed, the output quality of present-day systems for text-to-speech 
conversion is, in spite of the high degree of intelligibility (Greene, Logan & 

Pisoni, 1986; Van Bezooijen & Pols, 1990; Eggen, 1992), on average still so poor 
that the phonetic decoding of the message puts a heavy strain on the cognitive 

resources of the listener, even to such an extent that comprehension is really 

hampered (Pisoni, Manous & Dedina, 1987; Silverman, Basson & Levas, 1990). 

The research reported upon in this chapter extends a line of work that aims at 

1Thls chapter is based on a paper to appear in JASA and written together with 
Rene Collier. Part of the results presented in this chapter also appeared in: 1) 
Conference Proceedings of the second ESCAIIEEE Workshop on Speech Synthesis, 
1994, p. 147-150, and 2) The Xlllth International Congress of Phonetic Sciences, 
Stockholm, 1995, Vol 2, p. 342-345. 
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modelling the phrasing behaviour of a professional speaker and at determining 

its interpretative consequences for the listener. An equally important goal is to 

apply this model to improve synthetic speech. Therefore, we have chosen to 

evaluate the phrasing rules with synthesized rather than manipulated natural 

speech. 

In our own research (see Chapter 2) we have found so far that in read Dutch 

speech, speakers use the prosodic features pause, melodic marker and baseline 

declination reset as phrasing devices. Speech materials were presented to 

untrained listeners, who scored the perceived boundary strength (PBS) between 

any two words on a 10-point scale. The results showed a significant relationship 

between the prosodic characteristics of the utterance and perceived boundary 

strength. The listeners appeared not to be biased by lexical or semantic 

information since they scored the same boundary strength in the intelligible and 

unintelligible versions, the latter being one from which the syntactic and semantic 

information had been filtered out. 

Listeners' behaviour was quantified in an additive model with only three 

variables that accounts for 89% of the variance found (see Chap. 2 section 2.3). 

In other words, the correlation between the PBS values predicted by the model 

and the mean PBS values, averaged over the PBS of individual listeners, is r = 
.94 (p < .0001). The correlation between the PBS values predicted by the model 

and the observed PBS values in an independent set of observations was r = .90 

(p < .0001) (Sanderman, 1994). The model can be expressed as PBS= P + M 
+ R, where P is pause (divided into 6 duration categories), M is the type of pitch 

contour (7 melodic configurations) and R is baseline declination reset (3 

categories: viz. no reset, upward and downward reset). From this listener's model 

we can predict what the PBS will be when we know the values of the prosodic 

characteristics. Conversely, from the speaker's point of view, we can predict what 

the prosodic characteristics should be when we know which PBS value needs to 

be realized. 

In the present study we take the speaker's model with quasi-continuous PBS 

values as input for the development of various sets of phrasing rules, which differ 

in their number of discrete levels of boundary strength. These rules should predict 
which values certain prosodic parameters should take in order to realize the 

intended boundary strengths in the flow of speech. They are not meant to also 

indicate the location or the strength of such boundaries. In every set, the rules 

should be able to compute, for a prosodic boundary of a given strength, one or 
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more equivalent ways of conveying that phrasing information to the listener. 

The rules will be applied in the synthesis of speech. In perceptual experiments 
the relative acceptability will be measured of synthetic utterances that incorporate 
rule sets with one, two, three or five levels of boundary strength, so that we 

know how many levels we need to get phrasing rules with a high quality. 

3.2. First experiment 

In this experiment we develop a first set of prosodic boundary rules, based on the 

model PBS= P + M + R, as described in the introduction of this chapter. In the 

Method section we will first describe the speech materials. In particular, we will 
explain how we decided on the location and the strength of the prosodic 
boundaries, and how we developed rules for their phonetic realizations. This rule 

set was evaluated in a pairwise comparison experiment with stimuli of two kinds: 
utterances in which the rules had been applied and others in which no such rules 
had been used. 

3.2.1 Method 

3.2.1.1 Speech material 

Eight Dutch sentences, all between 5 and 20 words long, were synthesized. To 
obtain adequate prosody, first the position of sentence accents and the position 
and strength of prosodic boundaries had to be determined. Then, the phonetic 
realization of boundaries of different strengths had to be specified. These aspects 

will be described successively. 
The position of sentence accents and the position and strength of prosodic 

boundaries was computed by an algorithm called PROS-3 (Dirksen, 1992). This 
algorithm uses metrical trees to derive sentence prosody from syntax in three 
steps: syntactic analysis, metrical analysis and derivation of sentence accent and 

intonational phrasing. This leads to the specification of major and minor phrase 
boundaries (corresponding roughly to intonational and phonological phrases, 
respectively (e.g. Nespor & Vogel, 1986)) . 
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After marking the place and strength of the boundaries in the test sentences, 

we had to determine how to realize prosodically the three levels of boundary 
strengths: 'no, minor and major'. Anticipating the use of both fewer and more 

levels of boundary strength in the second experiment, we introduce here the 
following notation for the case of three levels: 
- 3L.O (i.e. 'no boundary'), 
- 3L.1 (i.e. 'minor boundary'), 

- 3L.2 (i.e. 'major boundary'). 

From the model PBS = P + M + R, it cannot be inferred how to prosodically 
realize these boundary strengths since there is no straightforward mapping 
between the three levels predicted by PROS-3 and the boundary strength~ 

predicted by the model, which range continuously on a 10-point scale. In order 
to cluster the possibilities of the 10-point scale into three classes in a meaningful 

way, we also relied on the results from previous research (Chapter 2). These past 
results are in accordance with the boundary strengths predicted by the model in 
the following way: 
• When on the basis of the written utterances PROS-3 predicts 3L.O, the speaker 

did not provide any prosodic cues. In terms of the model, the absence of 
prosodic cues leads to a boundary strength of 2.5 or less. 

• When PROS-3 predicts 3L.l, the speaker produced either one or two prosodic 

cues: a melodic marker and/or a pause of less than 100 ms. In terms of the 
model, this corresponds to a boundary strength between 2.5 and 6.0. 

• When PROS-3 predicts 3L.2, the speaker produced two or three cues, always 
containing a melodic boundary marker and a pause longer than 100 ms. This 
corresponds to a boundary strength of more than 6.0. 

As shown in Table I, the clustering resulted in general rules for the type of pitch 

contour, the duration of the pause and the type of declination reset. It can be seen 
that there is usually a choice of possibilities to realize a boundary of a certain 
strength. The table shows the frequency of occurrence of the cues as observed in 
a database (Chap. 2, section 2.3). This database may not be large enough to 

provide reliable statistical information. Yet, the observed differences in the 
frequency of occurrence of the prosodic variables confirm earlier observations 
(e.g. Chap. 2, section 2.2.2). In testing the phrasing rules we wanted to include 
this natural variability in their phonetic implementation. 
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Table I: Rules for three levels of boundary strengths. When there is more than one 

possibility a random choice is made from the set of possibilities, weighted with the 
probability of each option as shown. 

Level Contour type Pause Reset 

3L.O no melodic marker = 1.0 Oms= 1.0 no reset= 1.0 

3L.1 no mel. marker= 0.05 0 ms= 0.45 no reset= 1.0 

~ =0.07 50ms =0.55 

~ =0.12 
__/"-. =0.32 

.../\._/ =0.44 

3L.2 -:;:::; =0.09 150ms=0.16 no reset= 0.23 

=0.10 250ms=0.44 upward reset = 0. 77 

__/"-. =0.16 350ms =0.27 

.../\._/ =0.65 450ms 0.13 

Table II shows the rule for a downward reset, which is always realized before 

parenthetical clauses and, in 30% of the cases, before non-restrictive relative 

clauses. 

After determination of the accent positions and the position and strength of the 

boundaries, the prosodic characteristics were implemented on the basis of Tables 

I and IL Since there are several possibilities to realize a boundary of a certain 

strength, a weighted random choice was made. 

Table TI: Rules for Parentheticals and Non-restrictive clauses. When there is more than 

one possibility a random choice is made from the set of possibilities, weighted with the 

probability of each option as shown. 

Boundary 

Contour type 

=0.06 

no mel. marker= 0.05 

_/'...._/ = 0.76 

Pause 

Oms=0.12 

50ms =0.59 

150ms =0.29 

Reset 

lowering = 1.0 
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Only one phonetic implementation was made for a given boundary in every 
sentence. The sentences then were synthesized by means of diphone 
concatenation (Van Rijnsoever, 1988). Pitch control was based on the rules 
described by Terken (1993). Thus, the size of the pitch movements decreased 

from left to right. In the case of a declination reset, the end frequency of a non
final intonation phrase was 90 Hz. The end frequency for phrases in sentence
final position was 75 Hz. The onset frequency was dependent on the phrase 
duration. For upward resets the range varied from 2.0 to 4.4 semitones. In one 

utterance there was a downward reset: the whole phrase was lowered by 3.2 
semitones, so that the end frequency was 75 Hz. In Figure 1 an example is given 
of the prosody that was generated using the rules described above. 

The eight utterances synthesized in this way are called the [+Phrasing] version. 
A [-Phrasing] version was made, without marked prosodic boundaries: word 

boundaries were realized without pauses, melodic markers or declination resets 
(3L.O in Table I). The pitch accents were realized in the same location as in the 
[+Phrasing] version and the end frequency of the sentence was fixed at 75 Hz. 
Since all the boundaries in this version were realized as 'no boundary' there was 
no preboundary lengthening and there was coarticulation across boundaries, in 
contrast with the first version which did have preboundary lengthening and 
blocking of coarticulation across boundaries (3L.1 and 3L.2). 

3.2.1.2 Procedure 

The speech material was presented to 17 untrained Dutch listeners who were not 
familiar with prosodic research. All of them were employed at the Institute for 
Perception Research in various capacities and none were paid for their services 
in this experiment. 

In a pairwise comparison experiment, they were asked to indicate which 
version of an utterance ([ + Phrasing] or [- Phrasing]) they preferred. Each pair 
occurred four times in the test. Both the order of the versions and the order of the 
sentences were randomized. The stimulus pairs were presented to the subjects in 
a sound-treated room over high-quality headphones in an interactive computer 
session and could be listened to as often as they wanted. Subjects expressed their 
opinion on an answer sheet. 
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I. Position of accents and position and strength of boundaries 

de bekwAme vErkoopstaf II werd hierOver I geinfonnEErd II door de attEnte personEEtstaf 
(the competent sales staff was about this informed by the thoughtful personnel staff) 

2. Phonetic realization 

II = pause = 350 ms +reset 

I = pause =Oms -reset 

II = pause = 250 ms +reset 

3. Actual reaHzation 

de bekwAme vErkoopstaf II werd hierOver I geinfonnEErd II door de attEnte 
personEElstaf 

:~· ·: : : : : : _/\(\_J. ; . i : 
··r····i··············!················i ... i ............................. . 

65 

Figure l: An example of the preparation of one stimulus. In step one the position of 
accents (represented by capital letters), and the position and strength of boundaries are 
given as determined by means of PROS-3. In step 2 the phonetic realizations across the 
boundaries are detennined as defined by the rules in Table I. In step 3 the actual 
realization is given as a result of steps 1 and 2. 

3.2.2 Results and Discussion 

Figure 2 presents for each sentence the listeners' preferences for the [+Phrasing] 
version (with boundary rules). Also, the number of words per sentence is given 

below each bar. According to the binomial test, there is no significant preference 
for the [+Phrasing] version in the sentences with 4 and 6 words, while this 
preference is significant (5 % level) in the longer sentences. 

From this experiment it can be concluded that the quality of speech improves 
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when the rules for three levels of boundary strengths (no, minor, major) are 
implemented. The trend in the figure suggest that the benefit of good phrasing 
becomes apparent in sentences of some minimal length (±9 words). Incidentally, 
Lhe weighted random choice, made from among the possibilities listed in Table 
I never resulted in a score that was lower than that for a sentence without 

boundary rules. 
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Figure 2: Percentage preference for the version with rules ([+Phrasing] version) 
as a function of sentence length. Every bar extending above the thick horizontal 
line indicates a significant preference at the 5% level. 

3.3 Second experiment 

The choice to distinguish three levels of boundary strength was made on the basis 
of practical considerations. To keep the whole process automatic, we used PROS-
3, an algorithm that assigns only three levels of strength to prosodic boundaries. 
In this second experiment we want to explore whether distinguishing more than 
three levels leads to a better appreciation of the synthetic speech quality. In other 
words, how many levels do we need to approximate the phrasing quality of 
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natural speech? Also, we want to determine whether fewer than three levels still 

results in acceptable synthetic speech, because speech-technological applications 
may not usually provide a 5-level distinction. 

We first present various sets of prosodic rules that apply to cases with two, 

three or five levels. These rules will be used in the generation of synthetic 
utterances of varying length, which will be evaluated perceptually on a 10-point 

scale. 

3.3.1 Method 

3.3.1.1 Prosodic rules 

We constructed a set of rules in which the various prosodic realizations for five 
levels of boundary strength are specified, and which will be referred to here as 
5L.O, 5L.l, 5L.2, 5L.3 and 5L.4 (see Table III). The procedure to determine the 

prosodic realization of the various levels was the same as for the set of rules with 

three levels. Once again we clustered the PBS-values predicted by the model, but 
this time into 5 classes, relating to the division of the 10-point scale in the 

following way: $;2.5, 2.6-4.0, 4.1-6.0, 6.1-8.0, >8.0. 
Also, we developed four different sets of rules that apply to the case where 

only two levels of boundary strength need to be implemented. In the first three 

sets, the absence of a prosodic boundary corresponds to PBS ::;; 2.5 (2aL.O, 2bL.O, 
2cL.O), and is always realized without pause, melodic marker or declination reset. 

The phonetic realization of a prosodic boundary corresponding to PBS > 2.5 
differs for these three sets in the following way: 
2aL.1: A random choice is made from the complete range of possibilities; see 

Table IV. 
2bL.1: All boundaries are realized as minor boundaries, (see Table I: 3L.l), 

which means that major boundaries are realized as minor ones, too. 
2cL.1: All boundaries are realized as major boundaries, (see Table I: 3L.2), 

which means that minor boundaries are realized as major ones, too. 
The fourth rule set, 2dL, was developed by Terken (1993) and is referred to as 
TEST version in his paper. In this case, only the major boundaries (corresponding 

to PBS> 6.0) are implemented, namely, in the following way: there is an accent-
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lending rise-fall on the prominent syllables, followed by a continuation rise (1A2 
in the IPO notation), 250 ms pause and a baseline declination reset. All the 
boundaries of 6.0 or lower are realized without a pause, a melodic marker or a 
baseline declination reset. 

To allow a comparison with experiment one, where three levels were used, the 

rule set in Table I was also applied to the test utterances in the present 
experiment. 

Table III: Rules for five levels of boundary strengths. When there is more than one 

possibility a random choice is made from the set of possibilities, weighted with the 
probability of each option as shown. 

Level Contour type Pause Reset 

5L.O no melodic marker= 1.0 Oms= 1.0 no reset= 1.0 

SL.I _,--/ =0.12 Oms =1.0 no reset= 1.0 _,...-- =0.19 
_/"\..../ =0.34 

../"""'-- =0.35 

5L.2 _,--/ =0.04 50ms= 1.0 no reset = 1.0 

....,r- =0.06 
no mel. marker = 0.09 

../"""'-- =0.29 

.../"...../ =0.52 

5L.3 _,...-- =0.10 150 ms= 0.18 no reset = 0.24 

_,--/ =0.10 250ms=0.50 upward reset = 0. 76 

../"""'--
=0.18 350ms =0.32 

.../"...../ 
=0.62 

~ 
=0.07 450ms= 1.0 no reset = 0.20 

=0.07 upward reset= 0.80 

5L.4 

_/"\..../ 
=0.86 

Finally, to establish the quality of the different rule sets relative to positive and 
negative extremes, we included both a version without any boundary rules (lL), 

as in the first experiment, and a version with natural prosody (N). For the latter, 
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the pause durations and pitch contour types used by a professional speaker were 

copied onto the synthesized speech. The durations of the segments were not 
copied, but were the same as in the other synthetic utterances. 

The rules described above refer to pause and pitch only, but a few simple rules 

for preboundary lengthening and coarticulation across word boundaries were also 
implemented: when the boundary strength is 2.5 or. lower, there is no 
preboundary lengthening and there is coarticulation. When the boundary is 

stronger than 2.5 there is always preboundary lengthening (11 % ) and 
coarticulation is blocked. This simple duration rule was applied in variably in all 
stimulus sets. As a result, the version without boundary rules in this experiment 

differs in that respect from the situation in the first experiment. Now, 
preboundary lengthening and coarticulation no longer vary across conditions. 

Another remark is that a random choice from the set of possibilities as 
described in the Tables occasionally results in combinations that have not been 

observed in the available databases (De Pijper & Sanderman, 1994; Sanderman 
& Collier, 1995). In such cases, this particular combination of cues was not 
implemented but instead a new random choice was made. 

Table IV: Rules for two levels of boundary strengths. When there is more than one 

possibility a random choice is made from the set of possibilities, weighted with the 

probability of each option as shown. 

Level Contour type Pause Reset 

2aL.O no melodic marker = 1.0 0 ms= 1.0 no reset= 1.0 

2aL.1 no mel. marker= 0.04 Oms= 0.24 no reset = 0.63 

~ =0.08 50 ms =0.32 upward reset 0.37 

_,-- =0.10 150 ms =0.07 

_/'- =0.25 250ms=0.20 

-A-/ =0.53 350ms=0.12 

450 ms=0.05 
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3.3.1.2 Speech material 

Twelve Dutch sentences were synthesized to test the prosodic rules described 
above. They varied in length between 6 and 26 words and contained a variety of 
syntactic structures. 

As in the first experiment, we had to determine the position of sentence 
accents and the position and strength of prosodic boundaries. Since PROS-3 only 
determines 'no, minor and major boundaries' it was not possible to use this 
algorithm for that purpose. Because of this, a professional speaker was asked to 
read out the 12 sentences and listeners were requested to score the perceptual 
boundary strength of each word boundary on a 10-point scale, as in previous 
research (see Chapter 2). The advantage of this procedure is that we can 

distinguish more than three levels of boundary strength and that we are no longer 
dependent on possible mistakes of the algorithm. The disadvantage is that this 
procedure is not automated and therefore very time-consuming. 

The position of sentence accents was made to correspond to the accents 
observed by two trained listeners in the speech of one professional speaker. 

After the position and strength of the boundaries and the position of accents 
had been determined, the prosodic realizations of the rules described above were 

implemented. The 12 sentences were. synthesized with 8 different prosodic rules. 
To test the effect of a weighted random choice from the set of possibilities for 
the different boundary strengths, some of the rules were applied more than once 
to the same sentence (rule set 2aL twice and 3L and Si. three times each). In 
total there were 13 realizations (lL + 2 x 2aL + 2bL + 2cL + 2dL + 3 x 3L + 
3 x SL + N) of each sentence, for a total of 13 x 12 = 1S6 stimuli. To give an 
idea of the variable output of the eight different sets of rules for one utterance is 
given in Figure 3. 

The sentences were synthesized by means of diphone concatenation. The pitch 
accents and the baseline declination were implemented in the same way as 
described for the first experiment in Section 3.2. 

3.3.1.3 Perceptual experiment 

In a perceptual experiment, the 1S6 sentences were presented to 18 untrained 
Dutch listeners. Before the experiment the listeners were given a short 
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introduction explaining that all the sentences were generated by means of the 

same diphone speech, whereas the prosodic quality could vary and was submitted 

to their evaluation. Also, they heard some sentences with diphone speech before 

the experiment, so that they could get used to it. 

Het knAppe mElsje (4.8) met de brUlne Ogen (7.6) vertElde met vEEl Emotie (3.8) 
haar verhAAl 

:~·~;~~ 
2aL 1vstl:JV+{:L~ 
2•L 2-0\-l4=1L~=k 
2d 2.£-~l~--: __ f~- .r..;t 
2dL2_~J:~ 
3L j~L__:,~~ 

SL 

N 

zv.H-~t·--~;;c~ 
Z~/~~ 

Figure 3: An example of a stylized approximation of the pitch contour of the eight 
different sets of rules distinguishing different levels of boundary strengths. In the 
sentence at the top the boundaries with values higher than 2.5 are given in brackets. 
The location of the accented syllables is represented by capital letters. 
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The large number of stimuli does not allow a full-scale pairwise comparison. 

Therefore, we asked listeners to score the acceptability of each utterance on a 10-

point scale ('1' meaning very unacceptable and '10' meaning very acceptable}. The 

listeners expressed their judgements in 3 sessions of 20 min. Each session 

contained 2 blocks, consisting of two sentences with their 13 realizations. Order 

effects were avoided by extensive randomization, to the effect that no two 

listeners were ever presented with the same sequence of stimuli. 
The listeners heard the sentences in a sound-treated room over high-quality 

speakers. They could listen to the stimuli as often as they preferred in an 

interactive computer session. The listeners could express their judgements by 

clicking with the mouse on one of the buttons from 1 to 10 shown on the screen. 

3.3.2 Results and Discussion 

Figure 4 shows the mean acceptability scores for the eight sets of rules described 

in the method section. The number of observations per mean score differs 
because some of the rules were applied more than once to test whether a random 

choice from the set of possibilities resulted in significantly different appreciations. 

Post-hoc Scheffe analyses show thar no such effect occurred. 

In this figure it can be seen that the mean scores range from 4.4 to 7 .3 on a 

10-point scale. An analysis of variance reveals a significant overall difference 

between them: F(7, 2800) = 100.17 (p < 0.0001)2. The natural version scores highest 
(7.3) followed by the version with 5 levels of boundary strength (6.8). These two 

means do not differ significantly according to Post-hoc Scheffe analyses (p < 
.05). To look at this comparison in greater detail, we tum to the data in Table V, 

where the mean score of acceptability for the different rule sets of each sentence 

is given separately. Here we notice that in 9 out of the 12 sentences the mean 

score for the natural version is highest. Also, we can observe that listeners scored 

very low on the natural version of sentence 4, which confounds the data analysis. 

When this sentence is left out, the natural version scores significantly better than 

2 Alternative analyses in which subjects where treated as random factor (averaged 
over sentences), and in which sentences where treated as random factor (averaged over 
subjects) led to the same results (F02.221l = 40.85 (p < 0.0001) and F(l2,143l = 13.44 (p 
< 0.0001), respectively). 
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the five-level one. Moreover, the difference between the highest score in the 
natural version and the five-level version is still considerable (8.6 and 7.4, 
respectively). The general conclusion is that rule set 5L is almost as good as the 
version with natural prosody, while these two versions differ significantly from 
all the others. As far as the other rule sets are concerned, post-hoc analysis also 

shows that there is no difference between 2dL (with a mean score of 5.9) and 3L 
(with a mean score of 6.1). Again, Table V indicates that in 9 out of the 12 
sentences the mean score·· of 3L is a little higher. In tum, these two are 

significantly better than the version without boundary rules (lL) and the rule sets 

2aL, 2bL and 2cL. These last four do not differ among each other (except that 
2aL is significantly better than 2cL). 

10 

0 I 

1 L 2aL 2bL 2cL 2dL 3L 5L N 
Different sets of boundary rules 

Figure 4: The mean score of acceptability for the eight different sets of 
boundary rules. Each of the sets within a cluster (indicated by dashed 
brackets) differs significantly from each of the sets in the other clusters. 
None of the sets within a cluster differs significantly, except for 2aL and 
2cL. 

Turning now to the rows of Table V, we can compare the acceptability scores 

per rule set as a function of the sentence properties, in particular their length 
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(number of words) and their prosodic structure (number of marked boundaries). 
Taking, for example, the scores for the natural version (bottom row), one can see 
that they lie within the range of 6.3 to 8.6 (excluding sentence 4). These scores 
do not differ significantly. Similarly, the acceptability scores of the sentences for 
rule sets 2dL, 3L and 5L lie within a fairly narrow range and are not significantly 

different, either. This means that all these rule sets provide for a 'constant' 
acceptability score, independently of the type of sentence. This is in contrast with 
the remaining rule sets (lL, 2aL, 2bL, 2cL), where the scores do depend on the 

sentence type. In these rule sets some sentences score significantly lower than 
others, which also leads . to a wider gap between lowest and highest score. 

Table V: Mean score of acceptability for the 12 sentences separately as a function of 

the number of marked boundaries and number of words. In the last two columns the 

mean and range of each row are given. 

marked l 2 2 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 5 M Range 
bound. 

words 8 6 7 9 10 13 16 12 15 21 26 23 

IL 6.7 6.4 5.2 5.2 6.0 5.1 3.2 5.1 4.6 2.1 2.2 2.1 4.5 2.1-6.7 

2aL 6.5 5.6 4.9 4.4 5.2 5.0 5.6 4.9 4.9 3.9 4.8 4.2 5.0 3.9-6.5 

2bL 6.8 5.3 5.6 5.2 6.6 5.4 4.6 5.6 5.7 2.9 3.7 3.3 5.1 2.9-6.8 

2cL 6.1 2.7 5.4 3.0 3.l 4.1 4.9 2.4 4.6 5.5 5.3 5.7 4.4 2.4-6.l 
u ..... .__.. • .., •• ,, •• ............. *H~H•U-•OHHOH•H .. H••••••••H .......... u .... _ .. _ ................. H.HH•H-•••-•n•-~-· .. ··-··-·-H• ....................... _ ........... HUOOOOOOOOoooO• 

2dL 6.8 5.6 5.7 5.7 6.6 6.1 5.2 6.7 6.4 4.5 5.6 5.6 5.9 4.5-6.8 

3L 6.1 6.0 5.9 6.3 6.7 6.4 6.8 5.9 5.9 5.4 6.0 6.3 6.1 5.4-6.8 

SL 6.6 6.4 6.4 7.0 6.8 6.5 7.4 7.1 7.1 6.6 6.9 7.2 6.8 6.4-7.4 

N 7.2 6.3 6.8 4.8 7.8 8.6 6.8 7.5 7.9 6.9 8.6 8.2 7.3 4.8-8.6 

More detailed effects of prosodic structure on the acceptability scores of the 

rule sets can be inferred from Figure 5, in which the mean scores per rule set are 
plotted as a function of the number of marked boundaries. The latter has a 
significant effect, as confirmed by analysis of variance (F(4,2768)=18.32 (p < 
.0001)). Moreover, there appear to be significant interactions between rule sets 

and number of marked boundaries (F<28,2768l=8.22 (p < .0001)). These interactions 
are predominantly caused by the fact that the rule sets 1 L, 2aL and 2bL show 

decreasing values when the number of boundaries increases, which means that 
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they are less adequate in dealing with complex prosodic structures. Also, the data 

for rule set 2cL show a U-shaped curve. This is to be taken as an indication that 

marking all sorts of boundaries as major is especially unacceptable in short and 

less complex sentences. The poor performance of the last four sets of rules (lL, 

2aL, 2bL, 2cL) can be explained by the fact that each of them embodies only one 

particular strategy (see insert in Figure 5) and is therefore very much at the 

mercy of the peculiarities of the input sentence. For instance, when three 

boundaries have to be marked, of which 2 are minor and 1 major, rule set 2cL 

will be less successful than 2bL. 

Another interesting observation is that varying the phonetic realization of the 

boundaries randomly is better than not marking them at all (in the case of 4 or 

5 boundaries, rule set lL is significantly worse than 2aL). 

10 

9 

~8 ~ 
j 7 
~ & 
B 6 F..-..:~~~-;·:_'":--~--··--·--·-----·-· .. -····-·--··~--~"'"-·"-7.7:.:.:: ............. , 2dL 
~ 2cL (all boundaries as 
o m~~ § 2aL (random) 

3 4 5 
Number of marked boundaries 

2bL (all boundaries as 
minor) 

1L 

Figure 5: The mean score of acceptability for the eight different sets of boundary 
rules as function of the number of marked boundaries. 
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3.4 Discussion 

We have described how a model of a speaker's phrasing behaviour that was 
specified on the basis of perceptual judgments (section 3.1) was converted into 
prosodic boundary rules of which the acceptability was tested in perceptual 
experiments. In the first experiment we transformed the speaker's model. with 
quasi-continuous PBS values, into a set of rules for only three discrete levels of 
boundary strength. Despite this simplification the rules included several 
equivalent realizations of the same PBS value. With this model, synthetic 
utterances were produced that are clearly preferred over versions generated 

without boundary rules. Thus it was shown that these rules improve the quality 

of synthetic speech. 
In the second experiment we determined whether the implementation of either 

more or fewer than three levels of PBS resulted in a change of acceptability. It 
appeared that the rule set distinguishing 5 levels of boundary strength was more 
highly valued than any other set. This means that a five-level model is a better 
approximation of the speaker's behaviour; it even produced synthetic speech 
almost a.-. acceptable as a version with natural prosody. 

With respect to speech-technological applications, it should be borne in mind 
that the location and the strength of perceptual boundaries have to be computed 

by a separate algorithm. It is conceivable that such an algorithm predicts fewer 
than five PBS levels. In the case of three levels, rule sets 3L and 2dL can be 
used: they both mark the major boundaries, while 3L also marks the minor ones. 
Preference should be given to 3L, since for most individual sentences the mean 
scores for 3L were higher. In the limiting case, where boundaries are either 
marked uniformly or not at all, only rule set 2dL can be used (i.e., only the major 
boundaries can be marked). With this algorithm, improved output can still be 

achieved in comparison to the situation without boundary rules for pause and 
pitch (lL). 

Our results speak to the issue in prosodic phonology as to how many degrees 
of boundary strength need to be distinguished between the word and the sentence 
level. We have adduced empirical evidence that listeners are sensitive to a five
level hierarchy: phrasing rules that incorporate this degree of delicacy work better 
than those based on fewer levels. When in database transcription it comes to 
labelling prosodic boundaries, the five-level hierarchy used by Price et al. (1991) 
or Ostendorf and Veilleux (1991) is then to be preferred over the three levels 
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distinguished by Selkirk (1984) or Nespor and Vogel (1986). 

However, these observations relate to the situation when listeners pay attention 

to the overall prosodic structure of a complete utterance. In that case, they seem 

to operate with 5 categories of PBS, but when they listen analytically, 

concentrating on every single word boundary, they can hear finer distinctions and 

express them on a continuous scale (De Pijper & Sanderman, 1994; Sanderman 

& Collier, 1995). 

Our work has shown that listeners appreciate good phrasing. The reason is 

surely not a mere impression of euphony, but rather that well-implemented 

prosodic boundaries facilitate the processing of the information contained in an 

utterance. Prosody, clearly seems to continuously support the communication 

process. If this is indeed true, we should be able to show in future research that 

listeners not only value properly phrased utterances, but also comprehend them 

with less mental effort. 
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CHAPTER4 

Comprehension and prosodic phrasing1 

4.1 Introduction 

One of the respects in which speaking styles may differ is the way in which the 

decomposition of utterances into phrases is highlighted by means of prosody. 
This observation can be made about both synthetic and normal speech. It appears 

that, despite the fairly high intelligibility of current synthetic speech, which in 

some cases is comparable to that of normal speech, the demands on the listeners' 
processing resources is higher than with natural speech (e.g. Luce, Feustel & 

Pisoni, 1983; Lee & Nusbaum, 1989), probably partly due to a lack of proper 
prosody. The research reported upon in this chapter will concentrate on the role 
of the phrasing function of prosody in the comprehension process of listeners. 

This takes us one step further than the evaluation of the acceptability of phrasing 

rules. 
Past research has shown that improvement in prosodic information leads to a 

better appreciation of synthesis output (Silverman, 1987; Terken & Lemeer, 1988; 
Terken, 1993). This was also found in our own research with respect to phrasing, 

reported on in the previous chapter: a professional speaker's phrasing behaviour 
was modelled in various sets of rules, corresponding to different levels of 

prosodic boundary strength. These phrasing rules were evaluated as to their 
acceptability and it appeared that the appreciation of the synthetic speech 
increased as a function of the increasing number of levels of boundary strength. 

The rule set implementing 5 levels of boundary strength improved the speech 
quality more than any set with fewer levels and it resulted in synthetic speech 

that was prosodically nearly as acceptable as natural speech. However, 
appreciation of synthetic speech with good phrasing rules does not automatically 

imply a facilitation of the comprehension process, although it is logical to assume 

1This chapter is based on a paper submitted to Language and Speech and written 
together with Rene Collier. 
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that this would be the case. Therefore, it will be determineGI ~hether a well

phrased utterance, i.e. an utterance with prosodic boun~ in appropriate 

positions and with appropriate realizations, is easier to comprehend than a poorly

phrased one. 

To measure the difference in cognitive load for differently phrased utterances, 

we need a suitable method. A review of speech comprehension research shows 

that one can basically distinguish 'successive' and 'simultaneous' measures of 

comprehension (Levelt, 1978; Ralston, Pisoni & Mwrermix, 1995). With respect 

to the first measure we can think of 'recall' and 're<iognition' tasks. The recall task 

was used, for instance, by Jenkins and Franklin (1982). They recorded two 

different versions of synthetic speech of simple stories. The two versions differed 

in prosody, one containing hand-applied variations of pitch, accentuation and 

timing to produce the most acceptable intonation and one containing the same 

phonetic synthesis, except that accentuation was randomly assigned. The results 

showed no significant difference in performance of the free· recall of the stories 

as a function of the intonation pattern. More positive results with this task were 

obtained by Frankish (1995). In this research, subjects had to recall nine digits 

immediately after their presentation in a list. The results showed that intonation 

improved the short-term memory for spoken sequences, in the sense that the 

digits could be recalled with less err,ors. 

A recognition task was used, for instance, by Pisoni (1987), Pisoni and 

Hunnicutt (1980) and Pisoni, Nusbaum and Greene (1985). In these studies the 

difference in comprehension between natural speech and particular text-to-speech 

systems (e.g. MITalk) was measured. To that purpose, they used passages and 

multiple-choice test questions from standardized reading comprehension tests. The 

results of these studies did not show a clear difference between synthetic speech 

and natural speech. 

Having considered these 'successive' measures, we felt that they were not 

suitable for our purpose. One of the most important problems of these measures 

is the fact that they are all post-perceptual. Since we want to measure effects of 

prosodic processing, which are short-lived, it is better to have a task which taps 

into on-line processing. 

One method that comes closer to a 'simultaneous' measure of comprehension 

and is less post-perceptual than the previous ones is sentence verification. This 

technique was successfully used by Larkey and Danley (1983) and Pisoni, 

Manous and Dedina (1987) in measuring the difference in comprehension 
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between sentences that differ in prosodic aspects distributed all over the sentence. 

In the study of Larkey and Danley, a sentence verification task was used, and the 
intelligibility of sentences with monotone fundamental frequency was compared 
with that of sentences with a normal pitch contour. This method measured 
listeners' reaction times in judging whether a sentence was true or false, which 
was determined by the last word of the sentence. The results showed a clear 

difference in the dependent variable. This led to the conclusion that a sentence 

verification technique is sensitive enough to determine whether one form of 
speech is more comprehensible than another. This is confirmed by Pisoni et al., 
who measured the difference in comprehension of natural and synthetic speech, 
which differed only in the prosodic aspects since they were equated for 

intelligibility. Also, sentence verification is successful in measuring more 'local' 
aspects of prosody. For instance, Terken and Nooteboom (1987) investigated the 

dif""erence in comprehension of listeners when confronted with correct versus 
incorrect accentuation. The results indicated that reaction times were shorter for 

new information if it was accented and for given information if it was 
unaccented. A benefit of this method, compared with the successive tasks, is that 

it measures response latency, which is much more directly related to processing 
load than response accuracy. However, it is not excluded that the effect of the 

prosodic cues that we want to measure in this research has disappeared by the 

time subjects hear the final word of the sentence and are able to make their 
decisions. Indeed, since phrasing is more important in longer sentences, we use 

utterances of more than eight words, of which the prosody may differ in several 
locations. Then, sentence verification is no longer an on-line measurement, which 

it usually was in the above-mentioned studies. Therefore, we also considered 

three other types of simultaneous measures that are clearly on-line. 
The first one is a sentence-by-sentence listening paradigm used by Ralston, 

Pisoni and Mullennix (1995), Carlson, Granstrom, Neovius and Nord (1992) and 
Neovius and Raghavendra (1993). In this paradigm subjects listen to passages 
while they control the start of the next sentence by pressing a button. The 

dependent variable is the time between the start of the sentence and pressing the 
button to start the next sentence; the time interval is expected to increase with, 
for instance, increasing text difficulty or decreasing speech quality. The results 
of these studies showed that this method is sensitive enough to measure the effect 
of text difficulty, but not sensitive enough to measure differences between natural 

and synthetic speech when high-quality synthesizers are used. Therefore, we 
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conclude that this method is probably not sensitive enough for our purpose. 
The second one is a method in which subjects were required to perform a 

concurrent task while the primary comprehension process was taking place. 
Researchers using this method (Boogaart & Silverman, 1992; Lively, Pisani, 
Summers & Bernacki, 1993; Silverman, Basson & Levas, 1990) assume that 
cognitive workload increases with task difficulty. For example, someone can 
drive a car and listen to a traffic report at the same time, but if understanding the 
traffic report takes too much effort on the part of the driver, driving performance 
may suffer, and vice versa. In methods in which only one task is used, subjects 
are able to compensate for the speech quality by spending more effort on 
comprehension. The performance of the primary or secondary task in a dual-task 
measurement may deteriorate with increasing cognitive load. The results of 
studies using this kind of method were not always conclusive. One of the 
problems of this approach is that it is a very complex and time-consuming one, 
which is for us the reason not to use it. 

The third method is monitoring. Here we mention word and phoneme 
monitoring, two closely related methods, which have been extensively and 
successfully used in language processing research (e.g. Hakes & Foss, 1970; 
Cutler, 1976; Cutler & Norris, 1979; Nix, Mehta, Dye & Cutler, 1993). In both 
methods subjects monitor a sentence for a specified target and respond as quickly 
as possible. Comprehension is usually measured by a short test (often a 
recognition task) at the end of the experiment. The dependent variable is the time 
subjects need to detect the target (reaction time). As far as we know, however, 
this method has never been used to measure the adequacy of 'global' prosodic 
changes. 

From the above survey, which does not pretend to be complete, it appears that 
there is no perfect method that has been demonstrated to be successful for 
measuring the difference in cognitive load of differently phrased utterances. 
Sentence verification has the benefit that it showed some positive results in 
measuring 'global' aspects of prosody, but it may not be as on-line as 
simultaneous measures. The reverse is true for a monitoring task. Therefore, it 
was decided to combine aspects of these two methods for our purpose2

: a kind 
of verification task in combination with a speeded question-answering task 
("monitoring for the answer"). We have designed a procedure in which subjects 

2Thanks to A. Cutler for useful suggestions concerning this methodology. 
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are presented with a question, followed by a synthesized utterance, that contains 

the answer to the question. Subjects have to answer the question as quickly as 
possible. It is important in this method that the subjects can answer before the 
end of the sentence. In this research it will be determined whether utterances with 
good phrasing rules facilitate the comprehension process. It is expected that the 
RTs will vary as a function of the difference in cognitive load, which in turn is 

determined by the quality of the phrasing. More details of this procedure can be 
found in the method section and in particular in section 4.2.3. 

4.2 Method 

As mentioned in the introduction, we designed a procedure in which subjects are 

presented with differently phrased utterances, each preceded by a question. The 

general idea is that when subjects receive a question followed by a synthesized 
utterance containing the answer and in which good phrasing rules are 
implemented (rule set 5L; see previous chapter), they will be able to answer more 

rapidly. Since it is unknown whether the method is sensitive enough to reveal 
differences (in RTs) between utterances with appropriate phrasing and those with 

no phrasing, we also introduced a condition with inappropriate phrasing. Indeed, 

if the method fails to show that inappropriate phrasing scores worse than 
appropriate phrasing, this may mean that the method itself is not reliable. To 
create a situation in which the phrasing is inappropriate, we used structurally 

ambiguous sentences. For each sentence we created two prosodic versions, each 
of which would support a unique interpretation. In addition we created two 

questions, each of which addressed one particular interpretation. By orthogonally 
combining question and sentence versions we obtained two kinds of question
answer pairs. In one type, the question and the answer match with each other and 

in the other type they do not. Inappropriate prosody then concerns a mismatch 
between question and answer. For this situation of conflict we expect the slowest 

RT, while good prosodic agreement between question and prosodic realization 
facilitates the detection of the answer and leads to the shortest RT. Also, we 
created a version without phrasing rules, which should keep a balance between 
both extremes. The database of structurally ambiguous sentences that were 
constructed and synthesized is presented in section 4.2.1. 

For structurally ambiguous sentences it is very often the case that one 
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interpretation is more likely than another (Wales & Toner, 1979). It is possible 

that the RTs will differ as a function of this 'inherent' bias of the sentences. 
Therefore, to take into account possible differences between the most and least 
likely interpretations, a paper-and-pencil test was run with the written versions 

of the sentences. Also, it was measured separately whether the phrasing rules 
were able to differentiate the most and least likely interpretation of each sentence. 
The procedures of both pre-tests are presented in section 4.2.2. In section 4.2.3 

we will describe the complete procedure to measure RTs. 

4.2.1 Speech material 

The database consisted of 15 Dutch test sentences and 15 distractors. All the 
sentences were ambiguous in that they contained the same sequence of words, but 
could be associated with two different syntactic bracketings, resulting in two 

different interpretations. 
The test sentences had to meet several preconditions. For each test sentence it 

should be possible to formulate two questions, each one matching one of the two 
possible interpretations. The answers to the questions should be critically 
dependent on one word only, so that it is clear at which moment in the sentence 

the answer could be given at the earliest. Also, the word had to be as short as 
possible (1 syllable), to reduce any variation in RT measurement due to word
length (Cutler & Norris, 1979). 

Sentences with the following type of ambiguities met these conditions: 
1) sentence 1 -13: near versus far attachment of a phrase, 
2) sentence 14 - 15: noun phrase as indirect object in a main clause or direct 

object in a subordinate clause. 
These sentences varied as to length and as to the position of the critical word. In 
sentences 1 to 5 the length varies between 8 and 14 words and the critical word 
appears at the end of the sentence, whereas, in sentences 6 to 13 the length varies 
between 15 and 23 words (except for one sentence with 11 words) and the 
critical word occurs in the middle of the sentence. Sentences 14 and 15 have the 
critical word at the end of the sentence and they contain 14 and 7 words, 
respectively. The critical word was placed either in the middle or at the end of 
a sentence, to increase the relevance of phrasing. The critical word was never 

placed in the beginning of a sentence, because then phrasing would not yet play 
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a role. The test sentences and the questions can be found in Appendix B. Here, 
one example is given in Table I. The labels L-question and L-version, and UL
question and UL-version relate to the most likely (L) and the least likely (UL) 

interpretation of the sentences, respectively. These labels are based on the 
'inherent' bias as obtained in the paper-and-pencil test (see sections 4.2.2 and 

4.3.1) 

Table I: Example of an ambiguous test sentence, with two alternative questions. The 

two phrasing interpretations are indicated by means of the vertical lines. The critical 

word that detemlines the answer to the question is underlined. 

L-Question 

Waarmee reserveerde ik een kamer? 

(with what did reserve I a room?) 

UL-question 

Welke faciliteit had bet hotel? 

(which facility did have the hotel?) 

L-version 

Ik reserveerde I een kamer in het 

hotel I met de fax I maar dat was 

een slechte keus. 
(I reserved I a room in the hotel I 

with the fax lbut that was a bad 

choice) 

UL-version 

Ik reserveerde I een kamer I in het 
hotel met de fax I maar dat was 

een slechte keus. 
(I reserved I a room I in the hotel 

with the ffil. I but that was a bad 

choice) 

Since the test sentences were structurally similar (type of sentence, place of the 

answer, etc.) subjects might be able to answer the questions by scanning the 
critical words without processing the sentence. To counteract this strategy, 
distractors were inserted. For the distractors the critical word, which in this case 

could be placed at any position in the sentence, did not coincide with the moment 
at which it was logically possible to formulate an answer. As an example, take 
the following question-answer pair: "Who has made an enormous mistake?", "The 

boss said I the ~ has made an enormous mistake". When the sentence is 
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phrased in this way, the answer is 'typist'. Some subjects will give this answer 

·immediately after learning this word. Others will wait till the end of the sentence 

to know it for sure, since it is not certain that this is the only possible answer, as 

is illustrated by the following example: "The boss said lthe typist has to write a 

letter to the seller who has made an enormous mistake" . Here 'the seller' is the 

correct answer. For these sentences, two questions were formulated as well. The 

distractors will not be used in the analyses, and will not be further discussed. 

The 30 sentences (15 test sentences and 15 distractors) with two paraphrases, 

which represented the two interpretations, were presented to three trained 

phoneticians. They were asked to indicate on a sheet of paper where they thought 

prosodic boundaries would be appropriate, and to specify the strength of each 

prosodic boundary on a 5-point scale. The mean judgement of the strengths for 

each word boundary was used as input for synthesis. The same phoneticians were 

asked to determine the places of the accents. It was important that they marked 

accents in the same places for both interpretations of a sentence, since we did not 

want to measure the role of accents in disambiguation. An accent was realized 

in the synthesized version only when at least two of the three phoneticians had 

marked it. 

After determining the positions and strengths of the boundaries and positions 

of accents for the two interpretations of each sentence, we could synthesize the 

sentences. The prosodic realization of the boundaries was determined by a rule 

set distinguishing 5 levels of boundary strength as developed in Sanderman and 

Collier (1996), see Chapter 3, section 3.3.1.1. The sentences were synthesized by 

means of diphone concatenation (Van Rijnsoever, 1988). The pitch accents and 

the baseline declination were implemented in the same way as described in 

Chapter 3, section 3.2.1.1. In addition to the two contrasting implementations of 

each ambiguous sentence, we made a version without boundary rules (rule set lL, 

see Chapter 3 section 3.3.1.1). In the rest of this paper we will refer to this one 

as Zero-version. All this resulted in two well-phrased realizations (L-version, 

UL-version) with different interpretations, and a Zero version. An example of the 

resulting pitch contours is given in Figure 1. 
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!~b/:1~~~~~~~ 
al hEEl ~roeg in: de Ochttnd bestElde de patlEnte:van het ~erplEEghuis flOOr een nlEUwe 
rOlstoel 
(very .early in the momin¥ ordered the patient of the nursin$home floor a~ wheelchair) 

2~{4.:.LdJ~f. ...... ~ 
' : : : : : : : : : 

al hEEl vroeg in de Ochtend Ill bestElde de patlEnte I van het verplEEghuis flOOr Ill een 
nlEUwe rOlstoef . : : : : : : . 

~~- ,~h;U'Tl . I 
··············1······· ..... ;-... -r~:·=·········:· .. ·········-i····· .. ······· :·······L./:··1---~~,,·:-~--tN 
al hEEi vroeg i~ de Ochtend Ill bestElde de patlEnte van het verplEEghu~ Ill/ (R l)flOOr :· 
Ill/ een nlEUwe rOlstoel 

Figure 1: An suggestive example of the stylized pitch contours of one sentence; 
a) the Zero-version, b) the L-version, c) UL-version. The boundaries and their 
strength are given with'/'. '(R.!.)' means a downward reset, therefore, the special 
rule set as given in Chap. 3 is used. The accents are given by uppercases. 

4.2.2 Bias 

To determine the inherent bias of the 15 ambiguous test sentences and the 15 

distractors, the sentences were presented in written form to 16 untrained subjects. 
For each sentence two paraphrases, corresponding to the two interpretations, were 
made and written below each sentence. Subjects were asked to circle the most 

likely interpretation of each sentence. The order of presentation of the sentences 
and the order of the corresponding paraphrases were randomized. 

To find out whether the two well-phrased realizations of each test sentence, 
made with rule set 5L, resulted in the intended interpretations, the 2 x 15 
synthesized utterances were presented to 2 x 10 untrained subjects. We needed 

two separate pools of subjects, since every subject was allowed to hear only one 
of the two sentences of each pair. The sentences were written down on paper 
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with the two paraphrases in random order. Subjects listened to the utterances 
through high-quality headphones and had to circle one of the two paraphrases. It 
is expected that when the phrasing rules support the most likely interpretation of 

the sentence, as determined on the basis of the written sentences, that subjects 
will choose this interpretation in a great majority of the cases, even more so than 

in the written situation. In the other case, where the phrasing rules support the 
least likely interpretation, it is expected that far more subjects will choose this 
interpretation than in the written test. The results will be given in the results 

section ( 4.3.1 ). 

4.2.3 Procedure 

For the RT-experiment we combined orthogonally the two questions (L-question, 
UL-question) with the three prosodic realizations (L-version, UL-version and 
Zero-version) of each test sentence (for an example of a sentence, see Table I). 

The labels UL and L were based on the inherent bias as obtained in the written 
sentences. The L-version and L-question support the most likely interpretation of 

the sentences, and conversely, the UL-version and UL-question support the least 
likely interpretation. The non-phrased utterance is called the Zero-version. In total 

there are 3 x 2 x 15 = 90 possibilities (version x question x 15 test sentences). 
In an individually performed experiment, each subject was presented with 15 test 
sentences, of which 5 are realized as L-version, 5 as Zero-version and 5 as UL
version, preceded by one of the two questions. To test all the possibilities once, 

we needed 6 subjects (90/15 = 6). In total 60 untrained subjects, students from 
the Catholic University Brabant3, participated in the experiment. We did not use 
all of the possible distractors, but made a selection of 15 items out of the total 

set. The distractors were randomized with the test sentences. The sentences were 
randomized only once, so that all the subjects received the same random order. 
This was done to account for the fact that subjects respond quite rapidly but with 
more response errors at the beginning of an experiment and more slowly but 
more accurately later on (Nix et al. 1993). If we had randomized the order of 

presentation completely (every subject getting a different order), we would 

3Thanks to the Catholic University Brabant and in particular to J. Vroomen for 
being allowed to use their experimental set-up and for the opportunity to run the 
experiment there. 
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probably have introduced extra noise in the data. 

During the experiment subjects first read an instruction that explained the 
procedure. They were seated in a sound-treated room and were signalled via the 
intercom when they could start. They had to read aloud the first question written 

on a card, which was followed by one of the synthesized utterances, which they 
heard through high-quality loudspeakers. As soon as they had decided on their 

answer they had to press a red key as quickly as possible. Immediately 
afterwards, they had to give a spoken answer, which was recorded on tape. This 

was done to determine later on if their answers were correct. Immediately after 
the response, subjects had to repeat the same procedure for the second stimulus, 
and so on. The subjects were allowed to interrupt the synthesized utterance for 
their answer, in which case the utterance was immediately cut off. The RT value 

was defined as the interval between the beginning of the critical word and the 

moment at which the red key was pressed. The maximally allowed interval (time
out) between the onset of an utterance and the end of possible response time was 

8000 ms. The time between the response or the end of the time-out and the next 
utterance was 7000 ms. During this period ·subjects read the question aloud. The 
tapes with the answers were analyzed and all the questions which g-ot a wrong 

answer or no answer at all were removed from further analysis. There were no 
cases where the subjects had responded before the appearance of the critical 

word. 

4.3 Results 

In this section we will first describe the inherent bias of the sentences in their 
written form. It will also be discussed to what extent it is possible to change the 
preferred interpretation when these sentences are made audible with the 

implementation of phrasing rules. We will then describe the results of the 
reaction time experiment, first giving a general picture and then a more detailed 

analysis of individual sentences. 

4.3.1 Bias 

Table II presents three columns with percentages: 
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1) the inherent bias of the sentences, defined as the percentage of judges who 
selected the most likely interpretation, as obtained on the basis of the 
written versions; 

2) percentage of times that the most likely interpretation was chosen, when 
supported by the L-version (= synthesized version, with implementation 
of phrasing that supports the most likely interpretation); 

3) percentage of times that the most likely interpretation was still chosen, 
when supported by the UL-version (= synthesized version, in which 
phrasing supports the least likely interpretation). 

Although it was not explicitly tested, it is reasonable to assume that for the Zero
version the percentages of judges for the most likely interpretation are roughly 
equal to the inherent bias, since this version does not give any explicit cues, 
which the UL-version and L-version do. Let us first discuss the inherent bias of 
the sentences. As can be seen in the first column with percentages the preference 
for one particular interpretation ranges from 100 to 53 percent: some sentences 

results in a strong preference for one interpretation, while others do not. 
As mentioned in the method section the two interpretations, the L-version and 

the UL-version of each sentence are synthesized using a set of sophisticated 
phrasing rules. It is expected that the phrasing of the L-version will support or 
even reinforce the likely interpretation of the sentences while the phrasing of the 
UL-version will not. In general, one can see that when the most likely 
interpretation of a sentence (in the written version) is supported by appropriate 

phrasing rules, the preference for that particular explanation generally increases; 
the mean preference is 90.7%, which is an increase of 13.2% as compared to the 
written version. 

For the UL-version, for 13 out of 15 utterances there is indeed a strong 
decrease compared to the percentages of the inherent bias; the mean preference 
is 32.7 %, which is a decrease of 44.8% compared with the inherent bias. In 11 
out of 15 utterances subjects clearly choose the unlikely interpretation, since in 
these cases the percentages preference for the most likely interpretation are lower 
than 50% (see last column Table II). However, the decrease in the percentages 
is not uniform for the 15 sentences: For example, for both sentences 4 and 6 
subjects have 53 percent preference for the most likely interpretation on the basis 
of the written sentences (inherent bias) and have 40 and 10 percent preference, 
respectively, when sentences are synthesized with the UL-version. 
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Table II: In the second column (inherent bias) the percentages of preference for one 

particular interpretation as obtained on the basis of the written sentence, which is called 
the most likely one, are given. In columns three and four the percentage preference for 
this most likely interpretation is given for the two synthesized utterances (L-version, 
which supports most likely interpretation and UL-version, which supports the least 
likely interpretation). 

sentence inherent bias L-version UL-version 

1 100 100 40 

2 100 80 50 

3 65 90 40 

4 53 80 40 

5 94 100 90 

6 53 90 10 

7 88 lOO 30 

8 94 100 50 

9 82 100 10 

10 76 90 20 

11 82 100 10 

12 82 100 0 

13 65 90 80 

14 76 70 0 

15 53 70 20 

Mean 77.5 90.7 32.7 

This means that the prosodic cueing of the least likely interpretation was more 

successful in sentence 6 than in sentence 4. Since we know that phrasing is more 

important in longer sentences (Sanderman & Collier, 1996), sentence 6, which is 

longer and more complex than sentence 4, may profit more from phrasing rules. 

For utterance 5 it is not so clear why listeners chose the most likely interpretation 
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instead of the intended least likely one in the UL-version. Probably the 

association between 'betalen' (paying) and 'geld' (money) is so strong that it is less 

likely for subjects to choose the other interpretation. The interpretation of 
utterance 13 is perhaps more subtle: the three phoneticians placed the boundaries 
of these sentences in the same positions for the two explanations, making a 
difference in boundary strength only. As a result, the difference is not very 
clearly audible after implementation of the phrasing rules. 

In general, we can conclude that the phrasing rules (SL) can disambiguate 

these sentences clearly. 

4.3.2 Reaction-time measurement 

4.3.2.1 General results 

Figure 2 shows the mean RT for the three realizations of the 15 sentences cross

varied with two different questions. It can be observed at a glance that the RTs 
were not only dependent on the type of realization, but also on the type of 
question. For the UL-question we expected the shortest RT for the UL-version 

and the longest one for the L-version, and for the L-question we expected the 
opposite result. And Figure 2 indeed shows an interaction between the type of 
question (L-question and UL-question) and the type of synthesized utterance (L
version, Zero-version and UL-version). This is supported by an analysis of 

variance, F<2• 795i= 53.92 (p < .0001) and a Post-hoc Scheffe analysis. 
Let us now first look in more detail at the grey bars in Figure 2, the situation 

where subjects got the UL-questions. It can be observed that subjects differ in RT 

for the three different realizations (F<2• 370i= 35.93 (p < .0001)). The mean RT is 
significantly shorter, according to a Post-hoc Scheffe analysis, when subjects got 
the UL-utterance after the UL-question than it was when they got the non-phrased 

utterance or even the L-utterance. These last two also differ significantly from 
each other. When we look at the black bars, where subjects got the L-question, 
we observe another pattern. Here too, subjects differ in RT for the three different 

realizations (Fc2•425i= 21.18 (p < .0001)), but this is only caused by the shorter RT 
for the L-utterance. The RTs for. the Zero-version and the UL-version are not 
significantly different according to Post-hoc Scheff e analysis. This is not in 
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agreement with the expectations; we will return to this issue in the discussion 

section. 
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Figure 2: The RTs as a function of three different phrased realizations 
(L-version, Zero-version and UL-version) and two types of questions. The 
number of observations are given by N. 

When fitting the following general linear model RT = question + version + 
subjects + interactions to the data, it is revealed that subjects' RTs differ 

significantly Fc59, 5591= 3.00 (p < .0001), which was only caused by 4 out of the 
60 subjects. We did not remove these subjects from the analysis. 

When we replace the factor subject by sentence, it appears that the scores for 

the sentences differ significantly from each other F04• 739,= 40.98 (p < .0001). This 
is not surprising, since the sentences themselves differ in several aspects. 

Sentences 1 to 5 have the critical word near the end of the sentence and are 
relatively short, while sentences 6 to 13 have the critical word in the middle of 

the sentence and are relatively long. Sentences 14 and 15 exhibit a different type 
of ambiguity than the others. 
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4.3.2.2 Detailed results 

A more detailed analysis of the sentences 1 to 13 (see Appendix B) shows a 
similar picture, which resembles the pattern in Figure 2. Primarily, for the 
L-questions we expect a gradual increase in RT for the different realizations in 
the following order: L-version - Zero-version - UL-version. Indeed, the L-version 
resulted in the shortest RT in 12 out of 13 sentences, whereas the Zero- and 
UL-version did not differ significantly for any of these sentences, according to 
post-hoc Scheffe analysis. For the UL-question the expected order was: 
UL-version - Zero-version - L-version. For almost all sentences we observed this 
order and the mean RTs for the three versions differed significantly from each 

other. 
Although for sentences 1 to 13 the same. pattern can be observed, there is some 

difference between sentences 1 to 5 and sentences 6 to 13. It appears that the 
mean RTs for this latter group of sentences are longer. When we look at the 

general tendency in Figure 2, for sentences 1 to 5 the whole picture shifts a little 
downward and for sentences 6 to 13 the whole picture shifts a little upward. This 
difference may be caused by several factors, such as length, syntactic complexity 
and place of the critical word, since the two groups of sentences differ in more 
than one aspect. However, it was not .the purpose of the research reported on here 

to figure out the influence of all these factors. 
Sentences 14 and 15 (see Appendix B), which exhibit another type of 

ambiguity than the first 13 sentences, show a different picture. One notices the 
same tendency as in the other sentences, but the mean RTs for the different 
combinations of realizations and questions do not differ significantly from each 
other (see Table III). 

Table III: The mean RT of sentences 14 - 15 for the three realizations of each type 

of sentence cross-varied with the two questions. Numbers of observations are given 
between brackets. 

L-version 

L-question 0.92 (20) 

UL-question 1.01 (19) 

Zero-version 

0.97 (20) 

0.88 (20) 

UL-version 

1.05 (20) 

0.85 (20) 
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From the test described in section 4.3.1 we know that these sentences were 

well-phrased in the L-version and UL-version, so this cannot be the explanation 
for the lack of difference in RTs. A complicating factor could be that there were 
very subtle differences in the two questions, for example: 'Wat beloofde Jan niet 

meer bij zijn broer te zullen doen?' (What did promise Jan no more to his brother 

to do) versus 'Wat beloofde Jan aan zijn broer te zullen doen?' (What did promise 

Jan to his brother). 

4.4 Discussion 

This research was set up to determine whether good phrasing rules facilitate the 

comprehension process. To that purpose, structurally ambiguous sentences were 
synthesized in three ways, which resulted in the following realizations: 1) a well

phrased version with the best available rule set (5L, see Chapter 3 section 3.3.1.1) 

corresponding to the most likely interpretation of the sentence (L-version); 2) a 
well-phrased version with the same rufe set that triggers the least likely 
interpretation of the sentence (UL-version); 3) a version without phrasing rules 

(Zero-version). It had been verified independently that the best rule set was 
indeed able to differentiate the two interpretations of each sentence (see Table II). 

These utterances were placed in a context: they were preceded by one of two 

questions, each one matching one of the two interpretations. There were two 

situations where the intended interpretations (most and least likely ones), as 
addressed by the question, matched with the prosodic realizations: L-question 

followed by L-version and UL-question followed by UL-version. In this 
discussion we will refer further to the versions that match the context as 
"appropriate" versions. Also, there are two situations where there is a complete 
mismatch; L-question followed by UL-version and UL-question followed by 
L-version. We will refer to these as "inappropriate" versions. And there were two 

situations were the utterances were made without phrasing rules, i.e. with a bias 
for the most likely interpretation, as determined on the basis of the written 
sentences. In the experiment listeners were pressed to answer the questions as 

quickly as possible. It was expected that prosody is a very important facilitating 
factor, which results in shorter RTs for appropriate versions than for 

Zero-versions. Also, shorter RTs were expected for Zero-versions than for 
inappropriate versions. 
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The results of our research confirm the expectations for the situation where the 

. intended interpretation was the least likely one (grey bars in Figure 2). An 

appropriate version (in this case the UL-version) was reacted to more rapidly than 

one without phrasing, and the latter was reacted to more rapidly than an 

inappropriate one. Also for the situation where the intended interpretation was the 

most likely one, the RTs for the appropriate version (L-version) were shorter than 

for either the Zero-version or an inappropriate one. An unpredicted finding was 

that the Zero-version and an inappropriate one did not differ significantly from 

each other in this situation. 

Let us assume that listeners start processing the utterance as soon as they hear 

it and develop hypotheses concerning the structure of the sentence as further 

information about the sentence becomes available. Then we can can conclude on 

basis of our results that during processing of the sentence, appropriate prosody 

can confirm or disconfirm certain candidate interpretations of the sentence (e.g. 

established by the question), which in tum speeds up the comprehension process. 

Utterances without prosodic phrasing did not facilitate the comprehension 

process. Utterances with inappropriate prosody, and especially in the case where 

listeners receive the L-version after the UL-question, provide disconfirming 

information and slow down the comprehension process, since it perhaps requires 

some reanalysis of earlier material. 'l;'he question now is whether an explanation 

can be found for the fact that the L-version after the UL-question slows down the 

comprehension process more than the UL-version after the L-question. Therefore, 

we want to consider two factors that might have influenced the RTs, other than 

the factors 'question' and 'version'. 

First of all, let us consider the factor 'processing time'. As a result of 

implementing different phrasing rules, the versions differed in duration. The L

and UL-versions were comparable in length, but the Zero-version was shorter 

(maximally 1.5 s. shorter in the longest sentence), since no pauses were inserted. 

Therefore, with the Zero-versions, subjects had less processing time compared to 

the other two. On the basis of processing time alone, we would thus expect that 

the RTs for the Zero-version would be longer than for the other versions. It 

appeared that the RTs for the appropriate versions are indeed shorter than for the 

Zero-version, but the inappropriate versions, which allowed the same processing

time as the appropriate ones, showed the opposite. On the basis of this, we 

conclude that difference in processing time is not the main responsible factor. To 

determine the contribution of processing time on the measured RTs exactly, we 
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might have considered making our Zero-version as long as the other versions. 

However, this operation immediately introduces other problems. If the Zero

version is made equally long, it also becomes slower, which makes the sentence 

not comparable to the phrased one with respect to tempo. There is another reason 

why processing-time cannot be the !Jlain factor. In some utterances a pause 

happened to occur just before the critical word, which might be expected to 

shorten the RT, since subjects have the opportunity to process the preceding part 

of the sentence during the pause. Our research was not set up to verify this 

hypothesis, but we have at least one strong counterexample. Take, for instance, 

the case where the critical word was the name 'Floor', which was preceded by a 

pause of 450 ms in the UL-version only. This did not result in a shorter RT than 

in the L-version, where the critical word was not preceded by a pause, since it 

was an inappropriate version: 

L-question: Hoe heet het verpleeghuis? (How is called the nursing home?) 

L-version: .......... de patient van het verpleeghuis Floor ..... . 

--> RT = 0.98 s. 

(. ........ the patient of the nursing home Floor ...... ) 

UL-version: .......... de patiente van bet verpleeghuis ////Floor ....... . 

-->RT= 2.36 s. 

The second factor that may have played a role in the RTs is the inherent bias 

of the sentences and the success of the phrasing rules to make audible the most 

likely and least likely interpretations. Since we do not know how the inherent 

bias influenced the synthesized versions, where the L-version was more 

successful than the UL-version, we will take these two aspects together. Suppose 

that these two aspects were the only important factors and prosody did not play 

a role. We would expect then that the RTs will be shorter when subjects receive 

the L-question than when subjects receive the UL-question. Although this can not 

be observed in Figure 2, these factors can perhaps explain why there is a 

difference in the RTs between L-question/UL-version and UL-question/L-version. 

It is not to be excluded that it is more difficult for a listener to be aware of the 

other interpretation of a sentence when the preference for a one interpretation is 

very strong. This means that it is harder for listeners to also consider the least 

likely interpretation when they hear the most likely realization (L-version) than 
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it is for them to detect the most likely interpretation when they hear the least 
likely one (UL-version). As a result of the asymmetry in bias, subjects could 
more easily switch to the alternative interpretation when they received the UL
version after the L-question than when they received the L-version after the UL
question. These factors may explain why the RT of the UL-version after the L
question is faster than the RT of the L-version after the UL-question. 

However, this experiment was not set up in such a way that the contributions 
of all the factors described above could be quantified in an explicit model. To do 
this, follow-up research is needed. In general we can conclude that prosodic 
phrasing facilitates the process of comprehension~ Furthermore, we can conclude 
that the method used in this experiment is appropriate for testing the 
comprehension process of differently phrased utterances. Although we used 
ambiguous sentences to test the validity of this method, we do not think that the 

results obtained are unique for this class of sentences. Since we created a context 
(with a question preceding the utterance), subjects probably did not realize that 

they were confronted with ambiguous sentences, certainly not in the situation 
where the intended interpretation is the preferred one. This means that we may 

expect similar results for unambiguous sentences: any well-phrased utterance will 
be comprehended with less mental effort than one without phrasing rules. 
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CHAPTERS 

General Discussion 

5.1 Conclusions from the chapters 

To structure a message, speakers can use prosodic features, such as intonation, 
pauses and preboundary lengthening of speech sounds. The research reported 

upon here is concerned with the demarcative function of prosody at the sentence 

level and the importance of this information for listeners in terms of perception, 
acceptability and comprehension. 

In Chapter two it was investigated whether it is possible to measure Perceptual 

Boundary Strength (PBS) directly as an independent perceptual variable, without 

explicit reference to phonetic events or linguistic structure. Also, the relationship 
was established between PBS and the prosodic cues pause, melodic boundary 

marker, reset and preboundary lengthening. This was investigated for utterances 
spoken in isolation (first and second experiments) and for utterances spoken in 
context (third experiment). The results showed that boundary strength can be 

approached as a perceptual variable in its own right. Untrained listeners appear 

to be able to assess perceptual boundary strength on a 10-point scale in spoken 
utterances without any further instructions or training, and to produce a consistent 
measure. The very strong correlation between PBS values obtained for normal 

speech and those obtained for delexicalized (i.e. unintelligible) speech shows that 
listeners do take prosody into account and can successfully disregard lexical, 

syntactic and semantic information in their PBS assessment. 
There is a clear relationship between the PBS values and the phonetic cues 

pause, melodic boundary marker and declination reset. The general trend is that 

the PBS values increase as more phonetic cues are associated with a given word 
boundary. Different combinations of pause, type of melodic marker and reset 

result in systematic differences in PBS values, whereby pause influences the 
perception of the listeners most. The cue value of preboundary lengthening was· 
also investigated. The results showed that word-final segments are longer than 
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non-final ones and that there is a slight tendency for the prefinal segments to be 
·lengthened more when the boundary is stronger. However, preboundary 
lengthening does not really change the perception of listeners when a pause is 

present. 
Chapter three extended this line of work aimed at modelling the phrasing 

behaviour of a professional speaker. To this effect various sets of rules were 
developed for the implementation of different numbers of PBS levels in two 
experiments. These phrasing rules were evaluated as to their acceptability. In the 
first experiment the speaker's model, with quasi-continuous PBS values, was 
reduced to a rule set for three levels of boundary strength (no, minor and major). 
This rule set describes how to phonetically realize word boundaries of three 

different strengths. Synthetic utterances, based on rules for three levels of 
boundary strength, were compared with utterances synthesized without phrasing 

rules in a pairwise comparison experiment. The results of this experiment showed 
that listeners preferred the version of synthetic speech with the phrasing rules for 
three levels of boundary strength, especially when the sentence was longer than 

6 words. 
In the second experiment, 8 different sets of boundary marking rules were 

developed to investigate whether the implementation of either more or fewer than 
three levels of PBS resulted in a change of acceptability. These 8 rule sets were 
used in the generation of synthetic utterances and were evaluated perceptually on 
a 10-point scale. The results showed that the mean score of acceptability for the 
8 rule sets ranged from 4.4 to 7 .3 on that scale and that the scores differed 
significantly from each other. The rule set distinguishing 5 levels of boundary 

strength was more acceptable than the other rule sets with fewer levels and 
produced speech almost as acceptable as the natural version. However, there were 

two other rule sets that also improved the synthetic speech quality in comparison 
to the version without boundary rules. Both of them marked the major 
boundaries, while one additionally marked the minor boundaries. In general, we 
can conclude that listeners appreciate good phrasing. 

From these two chapters we know that prosodic features are perceptually 
conspicuous in marking boundaries and that a suitable implementation of these 
features improves the speech quality in terms of acceptability. It is very logical, 
then, to assume that listeners use the perceived prosodic information to compute 
the informational structure of the input speech. Whether they actually do so 
remained to be investigated separately. Therefore, in chapter four it was 
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determined whether a well-phrased utterance, based on the best set of phrasing 

'rules, is easier to comprehend than a less well-phrased one. 
To measure whether differently phrased utterances lead to differences in 

cognitive load, we designed a method in which a kind of verification task is 
combined with a question-answering task ("monitoring for the answer"). In fact, 

this meant that subjects were presented with a question followed by a synthesized 
utterance that contained the answer to the question. Subjects had to answer as 
quickly as possible. 

To. test the hypothesis that prosody facilitates the comprehension process of 

listeners, structurally ambiguous sentences were used. To be precise, the 
expectation is that when listeners receive a question followed by an appropriately 

phrased utterance, they will react more rapidly than when it is followed by a non
phrased utterance. Also, it was expected that the latter situation will still lead to 
shorter RTs than when an inappropriately phrased utterance is presented. Indeed, 

the results showed that this was the case in the situation where the intended 

reading was the most likely interpretation of the ambiguous sentences (Figure 2 
of Chapter 4). However, when the least likely interpretation was the intended one, 
it appeared that a question followed by an inappropriately phrased utterance gave 

the same RTs as an utterance without phrasing. When the question was followed 
by an appropriately phrased utterance this one still produced the fastest RTs. 

5.2 Speaker 

From the results of this research we can conclude that speakers use prosodic 

means in order to mark differentially coherent chunks in the flow of speech. 
Variable combinations of prosodic cues resulted systematically in boundaries of 
different strength. In doing so, a speaker primarily adapts the duration of pauses 
and secondarily chooses a particular type of melodic boundary marker and/or a 
declination reset. The presence of a declination reset always implies both a pause 
and a melodic boundary marker; presence of a pause usually implies some form 
of melodic discontinuity; a melodic boundary marker is the only phonetic cue to 

systematically occur in isolation. Also, there is a mild preference for particular 
co-occurrences of pitch contour type and pause duration, for instance, a contour 

type with a rise and a halMall is more often observed together with no pause or 
only a short one than it is with a long pause. 
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These prosodic cues are not placed randomly in a sentence, but they are well
·motivated from a syntactic-semantic point of view. The way in which the speaker 

combines the prosodic features appears to be dependent on the length or 
complexity of the preceding constituent and on the syntactic nature of the latter 
(Chap. 2, section 2.3.2.2). Apparently, a speaker pays more attention to properties 
of the sentence part that has been produced than to what is still to follow. This 
strategy is easy to implement, from the speaker's point of view. It requires 
keeping track of the nature and the amount of linguistic material that has· been 
produced since the beginning of the utterance or since the previous boundary. 
The observation that there is a close relationship between linguistic and prosodic 
structure is also confirmed by the fact that the prosodic behaviour of the speaker 
is highly compatible with linguistic predictions (Chap. 2; section 2.2.2.3). 
However, in the prosodic domain, not much seems to be obligatory: speakers 

have a great deal of freedom as to whether and how to use prosody in order to 
transmit phrasing information. From the first experiment in Chapter 2 it appeared 
that our professional speaker produces more numerous prosodic cues and that all 
three speakers differ in the relative frequency of use of pitch or pause devices. 
However, whenever particular prosodic cues or combinations of cues are offered, 

they result in the same perceived boundary strength. 
In general we can conclude that speakers use prosodic features effectively to 

highlight how the utterance is to be chunked into coherent word groups. It was 

shown that these results, obtained for utterances spoken in isolation, can be 
generalized to utterances spoken in context, although the speaking rate is 
somewhat different. To what extent these results can be generalized to 
spontaneous speech is not fully clear. Blaauw (1994) showed that there are some 
differences between the realization of minor and major boundaries in read and 
spontaneous speech .. Also, people speaking spontaneously may differ in the 
quality of their prosodic phrasing. Good speakers probably phrase their utterances 
more carefully, which makes them more similar to read speech. However, this 
limitation is not very serious for the application of the results of this research, 
which is to model a neutral reading style for the generation of synthetic speech. 

5.3 Listener 

It is not unlikely that prosodic features may facilitate the ·listener's recovery of the 
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meaning of the utterance and the speaker's intention, since sentence-internal 

prosody correlates with certain linguistic properties of the sentence. The relevance 
of the prosodic features pause, melodic boundary marker, declination reset and 
preboundary lengthening for listeners was shown in this research in several ways: 
1) The prosodic features used are perceptually relevant, which is evident from 

the fact that listeners systematically assign different PBS values to word 
boundaries differing in these prosodic characteristics. Untrained listeners 
were well able to score the perceived boundary strength on a 10-point 
scale. The agreement between listeners was very high and they were not 

biased by syntactic and/or semantic information. 
2) The implementation of the prosodic features in synthesized utterances 

resulted in a strong improvement of .the perceived quality of the synthetic 
speech, which was determined on the basis of the acceptability scores of 

listeners. 

3) Properly phrased utterances facilitate the comprehension process. It 

appeared that listeners . were able to answer a question faster when the 
utterance that contained the answer was well-phrased. 

As already mentioned, some prosodic features play a more important role in the 

perception of listeners than do others. With respect to acceptability, the individual 
contribution of . the cues was not investigated, but it is expected that pause 

influenced the acceptability scores more than a melodic boundary marker did. It 
appeared that a rule set distinguishing 5 levels of boundary strength is more 

acceptable than one with 3 levels. The main difference between these rule sets 
is caused by pause duration, while there is a great similarity in the possible types 
of melodic boundary markers. The separate contribution of the prosodic cues to 
the comprehension process cannot be derived from our results. It would be 

interesting for follow-up research to figure this out. 
The gradience that can be observed in the PBS values shows that listeners can 

do better than merely distinguishing between presence or absence of a boundary. 
In most attempts at labelling prosodic boundaries in speech, no more than two or 
three levels are distinguished, while our data suggest that speakers and listeners 
actually make much more finely grained distinctions. This was also recognized 

by Price et al. (1991), and Ostendorf and Veilleux (1991). On the basis of the 
results of Chapter 2 it is not possible to determine exactly how many categories 
listeners can discriminate reliably. The results of Chapter 3 adduce empirical 
evidence that listeners are sensitive to a five-level hierarchy, in that the rule set 
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distinguishing 5 levels of boundary strength was more acceptable than any other 
·set, and that the output· of this rule set is almost as acceptable as natural speech; 
There seems to be no reason to differentiate more levels than 5. Interestingly, 
:mch a five-level distinction is used in the ToBI labelling scheme. However, an 
important difference between the two approaches is that the ToBI scheme obliges 
labellers to explicitly assess the nature of the phonetic cues, while PBS values are 
the result of a direct perceptual judgment. 

5.4 Synthetic Speech Output 

The results described above have immediate relevance for speech synthesis in 
various applications. Nowadays, segmental intelligibility is no longer the 
dominant issue in speech synthesis research. Using any of a number of 
techniques, such as diphone synthesis, synthetic speech can be generated with a 
high degree of intelligibility, but the problem is that it often sounds unnatural and 
that the phonetic decoding of the message puts a heavy strain on the cognitive 

resources of the listener, even to such an extent that comprehension is really 
hampered (Pisoni et al., 1987; Silverman et al., 1990). The results of this thesis 
show that synthetic speech with appropriate phrasing rules is highly appreciated 
by listeners. Also, it appeared that appropriate phrasing rules facilitate the 
comprehension process of listeners. From this we can conclude that prosody has 
a clear communicative function, not only in the interaction between humans but 
also in man-machine communication through speech. 

Since we know that the five-level model is the best approximation of the. 
speaker's behaviour, it follows that in determining the places and strengths of 
boundaries, five levels of strength should be distinguished. In a text-to-speech 

system we need some form of syntactic and prosodic analysis that can take 
factors such as phrase length, number of accents per phrase, speech tempo or 
deaccenting of function words into account when determining the location and 
strength of boundaries. However, it is conceivable that for some time algorithms 
in these kinds of systems will not be able to distinguish five levels of boundary 
strength. In that case, simpler rule sets (also developed in Chapter 3) can be used, 
with which improved output can be achieved in comparison to the situation 
without any phrasing rules. However, in phonetics-to-speech conversion, 

combined with a process of language generation, it is probably easier to generate 
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five levels of boundary strength, since the syntactic and prosodic structure is 
·assigned by the system itself. However, it is not necessary to put effort in the 

generation of more than five levels. 
The fact that the demands on the listener's cognitive resources are positively 

influenced by good prosodic phrasing confirms the idea that prosody is very 

important if one wants to use synthetic speech in applications. When the prosodic 
quality of synthetic speech is bad, the demands on the listener's comprehension 
process may be so high that this infonnation channel is unsuitable for use in 

combination with other competing tasks, such as driving a car. 

5.5 Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) 

The insight in the way in which listeners perceive and comprehend a message can 
also influence the strategy in the field of ASR research. In this thesis we 

observed that listeners derive great benefit from the fact that speakers structure 
their utterances clearly by means of prosodic phrasing. Therefore, this kind of 

infonnation can in principle also be used meaningfully in the field of ASR. We 

may expect that the prosodic infonnation obtained by measuring pitch and pauses 
in the input speech can be used to determine the beginning and ending of phrases 
in a sentence. This infonnation can then support or reject syntactic/semantic 

hypotheses generated by the language model. To date, the relationship between 
syntax and prosody expressed in the acoustic signal is not used in ASR or 

understanding. A major obstacle is, that the acoustic data first have to be 

phonetically interpreted, for instance, F0 curves need to be labelled automatically 
in tenns of pitch movements, contours or levels, i.e. automatic PBS analysis. Yet, 

some research has been done in the field concerning prosodic support for ASR. 
For instance, Ostendorf et al. (1990) and Bear and Price (1990) have shown that 
the use of automatically detected prosodic breaks can provide constraints on 
grammar rules to eliminate parses that are inconsistent with prosody. 
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Appendix A 

The /-test of Spitz was used instead of the x2 -test, because this test is more 
suitable when one or more e;rvalues are < 5. The /-test of Spitz is a likelihood 
ratio Chi-Square test which verifies the null hypothesis that no actual differences 
exist between the distributions of two or more populations. 
The test quantity is: 

More details about this test can be found in: 

A.M. Mood and F.A. Graybill, Introduction· to the theory of statistics. New Yorlc, 
1963, p. 297 - 409. 

J.C. Spitz, De l-toets en de l'-toets, volwaardige vervangers van enkele 
gebruikelijke x2-toetsen. Nederlands Tijdschrift voor de Psychologie, 1961, 16, 
68 - 88. 
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Appendix B 

Sentence 1. L-guestion and realization 
Waar woont zijn broer? (Where lives his brother) 
De jongen die daar zit I schreef een leuke brief I aan zijn broer in Bern. 
(The boy who there sits wrote a nice letter to his brother in Bern) 
Sentence 1. UL-question and realization 
W aar schreef hij de brief? (Where wrote he the letter) 
De jongen die daar zit I schreef een leuke brief I aan zijn broer I in Bern. 

Sentence 2. L-question and realization 
Waarmee sloeg hij? (With what hit he) 
De man I sloeg de hood I met de stok. 
(The man hit the dog with the stick) 
Sentence 2. UL-question and realization 
Wat had de hood bij zich? (What had the dog with himself) 
De man I sloeg de bond met de stok. 

Sentence 3. L-guestion and realization 
Over welke taal lazen de studenten iets? (About which language read the 
students something) 
De studenten van de universiteit I lazen een artikel I over nasaliteit in het 
Spaans. 
(The students of the university read an article about nasality in Spanish) 
Sentence 3. UL-question and realization 
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In welke taal was het artikel geschreven? (In which language was the article 
written) 
De studenten van de universiteit / lazen een artikel over nasaliteit I in het 
Spaans. 

Sentence 4. L-guestion and realization 
Wat had het kleine meisje bij zich? (What had the little girl with her) 
De entomoloog I zag het kleine meisje met de loep. 
(The entomologist saw the little girl with the loupe) 
Sentence 4, UL-question and realization 
Waarmee zag de entomoloog bet meisje? (With what saw the entomologist the 
girl) 
De entomoloog I zag bet kleine meisje I met de loep. 
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Sentence 5, L-question and realization 
Waarmee betalen ze de kandidaat? (With what pay they the candidate) 
De leden van de staf I betalen de kandidaat I met eeld. 
(The members of the staff pay the candidate with money) 
Sentence 5. UL-question and realization 
Wat bezit de kandidaat? (What owns the candidate) 
De leden van de staf I betalen I de kandidaat met geld. 

Sentence 6. L-question and realization 
Waarmee reserveerde ik een kamer? (With what reserved I a room) 
Ik reserveerde I een kamer in bet hotel I met de fax I maar dat I was een 
slechte keus. 
(1 reserved a room in the hotel with the fax but that was a bad choice) 
Sentence 6, UL-question and realization 
Welke faciliteit had bet hotel? (Which facility had the hotel) 
lk reserveerde een kamer I in bet hotel met de fax I maar dat I was een slecbte 
keus. 

Sentence 7, L-question and realization 
Waar wilden we slapen? (Where wanted we to sleep) 
Wij slikten een pilletje I om te slapen in de trein I maar dat was niet zo'n 
groot succes. 
(We swallowed a pill to sleep in the train but that was not such a big success) 
Sentence 7, UL-question and realization 
Waar slikten we bet pilletje? (Where swallowed we the pill) 
Wij slikten een pilletje om te slapen I in de .tr§n I maar dat was niet zo'n 
groot succes. 

Sentence 8. L-question and realization 
Waarmee vermoordde bij de stager? (With what murdered he the butcher) 
De crimineel I vermoordde de slager I met bet mes I en deed dit bovendien I 
op brute wijze. 
(The criminal murdered the butcher with the knife and did this moreover in a 
brutal way) 
Sentence 8, UL-question and realization 
Wat had de stager bij zicb? (What had the butcher with him) 
De crimineel I vermoordde de slager met bet mes I en deed dit bovendien I op 
brute wijze. 

Sentence 9. L-question and realization 
Hoe beet bet bouwbedrijf? (How is called the building company) 
Na de pauze I sprak de voorzitter van bet bouwbedrijf J. Rruw I over de 
onstane problemen. 
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(After the break spoke the chairman of the building company J. Baan about 
the arisen problems) 
Sentence 9. UL-guestion and realization 
Hoe heet de voorzitter? (How is called the chairman) 
Na de pauze I sprak: de voorzitter van het bouwbedrijf I J. Baan I over de 
onstane problemen. · 

Sentence 10. L-guestion and realization 
Hoe heet het warenhuis? (How is called the department store) 
In de zomer I vertelde de directrice van het warenhuis D. Stam I dat de 
verbouwing /over een paar maanden begon. 
(During the summer said the manageress of the department store D. Stam that 
the rebuilding in a couple months would start) 
Sentence 10. UL-question and realization 
Hoe heet de directrice? (How is called the manageress) 
In de zomer I vertelde de directrice van het warenhuis I D. Stam I dat de 
verbouwing /over een paar maanden begon. 

Sentence 11. L-guestion and realization 
Hoe heet het verpleeghuis? (How is called the nursing home) 
Al heel vroeg in de ochtend I bestelde de patiente I van het verpleeghuis Floor 
I een nieuwe rolstoel. 
(Very early in the morning ordered the patient ofthe nursing home Floor a 
new wheelchair) 
Sentence 11. UL-question and realization 
Hoe beet de patiente? (How is called the patient) 
Al heel vroeg in de ochtend I bestelde de patiente van het verpleeghuis I Floor 
I een nieuwe rolstoel. 

Sentence 12. L-guestion and realization 
Hoe beet het eetcafe? (How is called the pub) 
Op zaterdagavond I brak: de jongen I van het eetcafe Bill I vele glazen. 
(On Saturday evening broke the boy of the pub Bill many glasses) 
Sentence 12. Ukguestion and realization 
Hoe beet de jongen? (How is called the boy) 
Op zaterdagavond I brak: de jongen van het eetcafe I Bill I vele glazen. 

Sentence 13, L-guestion and realization 
Hoe heet de burgermeester? (How is called the mayor) 
Omdat er bijna geen tijd meer was I beloof de de burgemeester I van onze 
woonplaats I de Graaf I dat hij er morgen I op terug zou komen. 
(Because almost no time was left promised the mayor of our city the Graaf 
that he tomorrow would get back to it) 
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Sentence 13. UL=QJ.lestion and realization 
Aan wie heloofde de hurgemeester iets? (To whom promised the mayor 
something) 
Omdat er hijna geen tijd meer was I beloofde de hurgemeester van onze 
woonplaats I de Graaf I dat hij er morgen I op terug zou komen. 

Sentence 14. L-q:uestion and realization 
Wat heloofde Jan niet meer hij zijn hroer te doen? (What promised Jan no 
more to his brother to do) 
Jan I die nogal agressief is I heloofde I zijn hroer niet meer te slaan. 
(Jan who is rather aggressive promised his brother no more to hit) 
Sentence 14. UL-guestion and realization 
Wat heloofde Jan aan zijn hroer? (What promised Jan to his brother) 
Jan I die nogal agressief is I heloofde zijn hroer I niet meer te slaan. 

Sentence 15. L-question and realization 
Wat beloofde ze aan de hoer? (What promised she to the farmer) 
De hoerin I beloofde de hoer I te helpen. 
(The woman/armer promised the farmer to help) 
Sentence 15. UL-question and realization 
Wat beloofde ze hij de hoer te doen? (What promised she the farmer to do) 
De hoerin beloof de I de hoer te helpen. 
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Summary 

In the course of time, a fairly complete picture has been obtained of the major 
prosodic properties of Dutch, such as speech melody, accentuation and temporal 
structure. In the last few years a shift can be observed from descriptive research 

on prosody to an examination of its communicative function. The research 

reported on in this thesis concentrates on the communicative function of prosody 
in as far as it concerns the phrasing of sentences. The primary goal is to study 
the phonetic realisation of prosodic boundaries and to examine their effect in 

terms of perception, acceptability and comprehension. 
In Chapter 2 it is investigated whether untrained listeners can reliably assess 

the strength of a prosodic word boundary. This perceptual boundary strength 

(PBS) is measured directly, as an independent perceptual variable, without 
explicit reference to phonetic events or linguistic structure. Also, it is determined 

what the relationship is between the strength of prosodic boundaries in utterances 

and the phonetic cues pause, type of pitch contour, declination reset and 
preboundary lengthening. In the first two experiments of this chapter, this was 
investigated for utterances spoken in isolation and in the third experiment, for 
utterances spoken in context. 

The results indicate that untrained listeners can give reliable and useful 

judgments of PBS on a 10-point scale, without special instructions or training. 
This is even true if the lexical content of the utterances is made unrecognizable, 

which shows that PBS scoring is not biased by syntactic and/or semantic 
information. 

This consistent scoring behaviour of the judges was clearly dependent on the 
prosodic cues used by the speaker. The general trend is that PBS values increase 

as more phonetic cues are associated with a given word boundary. Different 
combinations of prosodic characteristics resulted in systematic differences in PBS 
values, where pause influenced the perception of listeners most. Also, it appeared 

that a professional speaker uses the same prosodic characteristics to mark 
boundaries in utterances spoken in context and in isolation; this resulted in the 

same PBS values assigned by the listeners. 
Phrasing has a clear communicative function, since the speakers' prosody is 

well motivated from a syntactic-semantic point of view. However, in the prosodic 
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domain not much seems to be obligatory: speakers have a great deal of freedom 

·as to whether and how to use prosody in order to transmit phrasing information. 
Chapter 3 extended this line of work that aims at modelling the phrasing 

behaviour of a professional speaker, as established on the basis of the listeners' 
judgments (Chap. 2). To this effect various sets of rules were developed for the 
implementation of different numbers of PBS levels. These phrasing rules, applied 
to synthetic speech, were evaluated as to their acceptability. 

The results showed that the prosodic characteristics, as mentioned above, are 
quite able to lend structure to utterances and that they have positive effect on the 
acceptability of synthetic speech. The rule set implementing 5 levels of boundary 

strength improved the quality of the synthetic speech more than those with fewer 
levels. In fact, it appeared that this rule set produces synthetic speech which is 

prosodically almost as good as a copy-synthesis version with natural prosody. 
From· the previous two chapters we know that prosodic features are 

perceptually conspicuous in marking boundaries and that a suitable 

implementation of these features improves the speech quality in terms of 
acceptability. However, appreciation of synthetic speech with good phrasing rules 

does not automatically imply a facilitation of the comprehension process. 
Therefore, in Chapter 4 it was determined if a well-phrased utterance, based on 
the best available phrasing rules, is easier to comprehend than a poorly phrased 

one. 
To answer this question, we designed a method in which a verification task is 

combined with a question-answering task. This meant that subjects were 
presented with a question followed by a synthesized utterance, that contained the 
answer to the question. Subjects had to answer as quickly as possible. The 

constructed database of stimuli contained structurally ambiguous sentences. Their 
(two) interpretations may differ in likelihood. 

The results showed that in the situation where the intended interpretation was 
the least likely reading of the ambiguous sentence, subjects reacted more rapidly 
to an utterance with appropriate phrasing than to one without phrasing. Also, this 

latter version was reacted to more rapidly when compared to an utterance with 
inappropriate phrasing. In the situation where the intended interpretation was the 
most likely one, subjects also reacted more rapidly to an utterance with 
appropriate phrasing than to one without phrasing or one with inappropriate 
phrasing. However, in this situation the last two versions did not differ 
significantly from each other. 
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The thesis concluded with Chapter 5, containing a general discussion, in which 

the main findings are described from the perspective of both the speaker and the 
listener. The chapter also offers some thoughts about the relevance of our 
findings for speech output technology and automatic speech recognition. 
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Samenvatting 

Voor bet Nederlands is in de loop der tijd een tamelijk volledig beeld ontstaan 
van de prosodische eigenschappen (spraakmelodie, accentuering, temporele 
structuur etc.). De laatste jaren heeft zich in bet onderzoek een verschuiving 

voorgedaan, waarbij niet langer de formele, maar de functionele aspecten van de 
prosodie centraal in de aandacht staan. Het onderzoek beschreven in dit 

proefschrift bestudeert de communicatieve functie van prosodische frasering op 
zinsniveau. Het primaire doel is om de fonetische realisatie van prosodische 

grenzen te bestuderen en bet belang van deze informatie voor luisteraars te 
onderzoeken in termen van perceptie, acceptabiliteit en comprehensie. 

In hoofdstuk 2 wordt onderzocht of ongetrainde luisteraars betrouwbaar de 

zwaarte van woordgrenzen kunnen bepalen. Hiervoor moesten ze op een 10-punt 

schaal aangeven hoe sterk de grens is tusse~ twee woorden in een zin. Dit levert 
een onafhankelijke perceptieve variabele op, de zogenaamde 'perceptual boundary 
strength' (PBS), die tot stand komt zonder een expliciete verwijzing naar 

fonetische gebeurtenissen of linguistische structuren. Verder is bepaald wat de 
relatie is tussen de PBS van woordgrenzen in uitingen en de prosodische 
kenmerken pauze, toonhoogte contour, declinatie reset en prefinale verlenging. 

In de eerste twee experimenten van dit hoofdstuk werd dit onderzocht voor los 
uitgesproken uitingen en in bet derde experiment voor uitingen uitgesproken in 

een context. 
De resultaten tonen aan dat luisteraars, zonder dat ze speciale instructies of 

training kregen, de zwaarte van grenzen betrouwbaar kunnen waarnemen en 

uitdrukken op een 10-punt schaal. Dit kunnen ze zelfs wanneer bet 
spraakmateriaal onverstaanbaar is. Luisteraars laten zich tijdens bet scoren dus 
niet leiden door de lexicale inhoud of de grammaticale structuur. 

Dit consistente scoringsgedrag was duidelijk afhankelijk van de door de spreker 
gebruikte prosodische kenmerken. Over het algemeen kunnen we zeggen dat de 

PBS waarden toenemen als een spreker op een bepaalde woordgrens meer 
prosodische kenmerken gebruikt. Verschillende combinaties van prosodische 
kenmerken resulteren in systematische verschillen in de PBS waarden, waarbij 

pauze de meest bepalende factor blijkt te zijn. Ook is gebleken dat een 
professionele spreker dezelfde prosodische kenmerken op dezelf de manier 
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gebruikt om grenzen te markeren in uitingen die in isolatie zijn uitgesproken en 

·die in context zijn uitgesproken. Bovendien leidt dit tot dezelfde PBS waarden. 

Ook is gebleken dat het fraseren van uitingen een duidelijke communicatieve 

functie heeft aangezien de prosodie, zoals gebruikt door sprekers, duidelijk 

ondersteuning geeft aan de syntactische en semantische informatie. Ondanks al 

deze regelmatigheden hebben sprekers echter een aanzienlijke vrijheid om te 

bepalen of en hoe ze prosodie gebruiken om een uiting te fraseren. 

In hoofdstuk 3 wordt het fraseringsgedrag · van een professionele spreker 

gemodelleerd, zoals het werd vastgesteld op basis van de scores van de luisteraars 

(hfdst. 2). Deze fraseringsregels verschillen in 'uitgebreidheid'. De ene versie 

beschrijft hoe prosodische grenzen van 2 verschillende sterkten moeten worden 

gerealiseerd, de ander van drie etc., tot een maximum van vijf. 

De resultaten van dit onderzoek tonen aan dat de prosodische kenmerken, zoals 

hierboven beschreven, geschikt zijn om een uiting te structureren en dat de 

synthetische spraak daardoor toeneemt in acceptabiliteit. De regelset waarin de 

fonetische realisatie voor 5 niveaus van grensdiepte wordt beschreven scoort bijna 

net zo goed als een kopie van de natuurlijke prosodie. De regelsets waarin minder 

dan 5 grensdiepten worden onderscheiden scoren significant lager. 

Op basis van deze resultaten weten we dat luisteraars een goed gefraseerde 

synthetische uiting acceptabeler vinden. Dit betekent echter nog niet automatisch 

dat synthetische spraak met goede fraseringsregels het comprehensieproces 

faciliteert. In hoof dstuk 4 wordt bepaald of een goed gefraseerde uiting, gemaakt 

met behulp van de beste fraseringsregels, makkelijker is te begrijpen dan een 

minder goed gefraseerde uiting. 

Om deze vraag te beantwoorden hebben we een methode ontworpen waarin 

een verificatietaak is gebruikt in combinatie met een vraag-antwoord taak. Dit 

komt erop neer dat proefpersonen een vraag te horen krijgen die gevolgd wordt 

door een gesynthetiseerde uiting die het antwoord op de vraag bevat. De 

proefpersonen moesten de vraag zo snel mogelijk beantwoorden. De database met 

stimuli die we hiervoor geconstrueerd hebben bevat structureel ambigue zinnen. 

Elke zin heeft 2 interpretaties, waarvan de ene waarschijnlijker kan zijn dan de 

andere. 

De resultaten van dit onderzoek tonen aan dat in de situatie waarin de minst 

waarschijnlijke interpretatie de beoogde is, een goed gefraseerde uiting veel 

sneller wordt begrepen dan een niet-gefraseerde uiting en die wordt op haar beUI'.t 

weer sneller begrepen dan een inadequaat gefraseerde uiting. Eenzelf de resultaat 
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zouden we verwachten voor de situatie waarin de meest waarschijnlijke 

interpretatie de beoogde is. Dit bleek echter niet helemaal het geval te zijn. Een 
goed gefraseerde uiting wordt wel veel sneller begrepen dan een niet-gefraseerde 

of een inadequaat gefraseerde, maar deze laatste twee versies onderscheiden zich 

niet van elkaar. 

Tenslotte wordt dit proefschrift in hoof dstuk 5 afgesloten met een algemene 

discussie, waarin de hoofdbevindingen worden beschreven. Het belang'van deze 

resultaten wordt aangegeven vanuit vier gezichtspunten; de spreker, de luisteraar, 

synthetische spraakoutput en automatische spraakherkenning. 
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Stellingeil 
behorende bij het proefschrift 

Prosodic Phrasing 
(production, perception, acceptability and comprehension) 

van A.A. Sanderman 

I. Het intuitief aannemelijk maken <lat goede prosodie het tekstbegrip verbetert 
is veel makkelijker dan dit ook daadwerkelijk te meten. 

2. Stotteren is geen dyscoordinatie (d.w.z. falen in coordinatie), maar een 
gereduceerde altematieve strategie om dyscoordinatie fouten te vermijden. 

Sandennan, A.A., van Lieshout, P.H.H.M, Peters, H.F.M., Hulstijn, W. en 
Alfonso, P.J.(1995). Coordinatie van spraakbewegingen tijdens lipsluiting in 
vloeiend gesproken uitingen van stotteraars en niet-stotteraars, Stem-, Spraak
en Taalpatlwlogie, 4, 249 - 256. 

Van Lieshout, P.H.H.M. (1995). Motor planning and articulation influent 
speech of stutterers and non-stutterers, Ph.D thesis University Nijmegen. 

3. Schaerlaekens vermeldt dat het pathologisch ontbreken van een natuurlijke 
intonatie klinisch gezien een van de voomaamste middelen is om een 
afwijkende taalontwikkeling te kunnen vaststellen rond de leeftijd van een 
jaar. Deze uitspraak suggereert dat synthetische spraak zonder goede 
prosodische regels haar kinderschoenen niet zal ontgroeien. 

Schaerlaekens, A.M. (1980). De taalontwikkeling van het kind, Wolters
Noordhoff (Groningen). 

4. De weerstand tegen toepassingsgericht onderzoek heeft mogelijk te maken 
met het feit <lat men zelden de meest recente resultaten van bet fundamentele 
onderzoek kan toepas~n. Het is opvallend daarentegen dat in <lit 
fundamentele onderzoek nieuwe technische toepassingen vaak wel makkelijk 
geaccepteerd en gebruikt worden. 

5. Alhoewel de term 'ongelukkig kind' als equivalent van geestelijk gehandicapt 
kind is achterhaald, doet de hang naar prenatale diagnostiek vennoeden dat 
men deze kinderen nog steeds ongelukkig vindt, of <lat zij op zijn minst bun 
omgeving ongelukkig maken. 



6. Hoewel er altijd veel tijd en moeite in het maken van stellingen wordt 
gestoken, zijn er weinigen die zoals Luther er geschiedenis mee hebben 
geschreven. 

7. Van 'uitstellingen' komen stellingen niet af. 


